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Laker Life

Sports

Nine bands will rock the valley at
Spotlight Production's annual endof-the-year event this Friday

The football team pits its defense
against its offense during the
annual spring game
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Biology prof
to be named
Outstanding
Educator

Anti-abortion group offends many students on campus

reflects on
fund raising
efforts
By Angela Harris

By Leslie Perales

GVL News Editor

It has been almost three months
since news broke that some of
the charity money from the Battle
of the Valleys competition with
Saginaw Valley State University was
missing.
An investigation into the missing
money is still underway, said Capt.
Brandon DeHaan, assistant director
of the Department of Public Safety.
Despite this, the GVSU Student
Senate spent part of the semester
working to recoup the money through
various means.
“I am very pleased with the
response (from senators),” this year’s
senate President Jane James said. “A
lot of them were upset and wondering
what had happened, but in the end,
they pulled through.”
She added some of the senators
were not on the body during the
incident, but still stepped up and
helped out.
“A lot of them were attentive and
asking questions,” James said. "They
wanted to know ways to prevent this
in the future.”
Since issuing the apology letter to
the student body on Feb. 16, senate
raised $203.20 from a bottle drive
and $312.34 from working at the
Fresh Food Company from March 27
to 29.
The bottle drive took place at
Flanagan’s in downtown Grand
Rapids, James said.
“I think that it would have been
important to recoup all the money
stolen,” said Frank Foster, vice
president of the Intercultural Affairs
Committee. “But with all the projects
we had to work on as senate, we put
our best foot forward.”
Joy Whitt, vice president of the
senate’s Public Relations Committee,
said the senate as a whole was
“cracking down” to raise money at
the end of the semester.
“But then, we began putting efforts
in other places, and focusing on the
more positive things,” Whitt added.
One reason senate struggled to
think of new ways to recoup the funds
was it was hard to think of new ways
to raise the motley without soliciting
students. James said.
“The senators who worked to
See Valleys, A4

GVL Staff Writer

By Angela Harris
GVL News Editor

When Mark Murray officially
leaves the Grand Valley State
University community on July 1, he
would like to be remembered as a
president who raised its reputation
and level of national recognition.
Murray said his final semester at
GVSU was successful because there
are thousands of students “venturing
forth to make our communities
stronger.”
“There was an unfortunate stain
on what was otherwise a very good
semester with the bias incidents that
occurred recently.” Murray said. "I

Each semester, one professor at
Grand Valley State University receives
the Outstanding Educator Award. This
semester’s recipient is professor Mark
Luttentnn of the biology
department, who will be
honored at graduation
JH on April 29.
fc
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Luttenton said he is
amazed that students he
taught and advised were
kind enough to identify
him as someone who
Luttenton
influenced their life.
The way he associates
with his students is to acknowledge every
one of them as an individual, he said.
Because every student is different, they
cannot be treated as a homogeneous group,
he added.
Luttenton said he was surprised to
receive the award.
What he enjoys about teaching at
a university is how a person only sees
students for four to five years, but in that
Ume, they go from being a high school
graduate to graduating college, starting
new jobs and gening married, he said.
He said he enjoys interacting with
students during this short period of time in
their lives, and it is what makes it easier to
come to work.
“But when the alumni, folks that have
been here in the past, feel that I’ve had
an important role in their lives, that’s
amazing,” Luttenton said.
He also enjoys being a professor
because of the constant change in classes
and students, he said. There is always
something new, interesting and intriguing
that keeps him curious about the world, he
added.
While in past years Luttenton has
taught mostly upper-level classes, this year
he is trying to teach classes at all levels so
students can get to know him better, and he
can be involved with students at different
levels of coursework.
Knowing students longer and from the
time they are freshman and sophomores
helps professors do their job better, he
added.
"The better we know you, the more we
can do for you.” Luttenton said.
He said he hopes he has impacted
his students by making them more
curious, thoughtful, inquiring, patient and
professional about the world around them.
He also works to prepare them to find jobs
and be competitive, he added.
Luttenton said he thinks if more
professors take interest in their students,
more students will be willing to participate
in the class actively and invest greater time
and effort into their studies.
Luttenton attempts to get to know as
many of his students and those he advises
as possible, including what they are like
outside of class, he said.
“It’s not just the class stuff that’s
important,” Luttenton said.
He added it is not always what a
professor teaches that makes a difference
to students, but why he teaches.
“I teach because I hope I can make
a small difference in someone’s life,"
Luttenton said.
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Joining hands: Senior Michael Brower, junior Lauren Krozek and senior Roberto Urista link arms in protest against the anti-abortion group,
Missionaries to the Preborn, that spoke and held signs on campus Tuesday afternoon.

Stirring emotions
By Angela Harris
GVL News Editor

Tempers flared Tuesday near
Zumberge Library as students
clashed with an anti-abortion group
not affiliated with Grand Valley
State University.
Still other students stood by
laughing and making a mockery of
the visitors.
Holding signs and photographs
of aborted fetuses, the members
of the Missionaries to the Preborn
argued with students about abortion.
Christianity and homosexuality.
“It is totally ridiculous,” said
senior Sarah Swartz. "It is great
that they have freedom of speech,
but this is unbelievable. It is a
conservative college, so what do
you expect?”
In response to the anti-gay
comments, a group of students
formed a linked circle around the
group with their backs to them in
silent protest.
“We created the circle to show
that we would not give the time
or attention and that we would

not listen to the hate,” said senior
Michael Brower. “It was falling on
deaf ears.”
The circle consisted of both prochoice and pro-life students, he
added.
“This is hate,” said freshman
Kristina Saraceno as she held hands
with others in the circle. “It’s not
allowed on our campus. ... They are
using hateful language against gays
and women and telling us we are all
going to hell.”
The group was in no way
affiliated with GVSU’s Students
for Life group, said Sister Lucia
Treanor, FSE.
“We agree with their position (on
abortion), but not their methods,”
she said.
She added in a statement, “We
are appalled by this outside group's
offensive behavior. We work to
make our views known, but never at
the cost of tearing down those who
disagree with us.”
Treanor told the group that they
were not welcome on campus.
“On behalf of many of us who
believe that all life is sacred. I would
apologize for the inappropriate

comments and behavior of those
who disrupted our campus with
their actions,” Treanor said in the
statement.
Following the anti-gay statements
from the group, many students went
to the Office of Student Life to
see if the group could be removed
from campus or have their permit
revoked.
Despite the efforts, the group
was allowed to remain on campus
because it was within a public area
where the permits allow — in front
of the Cook Carillon Tower and the
Transformational Link, said Fred
Mooney, assistant director of event
services in the OSL.
The Department of Public Safety
came to the scene numerous times
throughout the day in response
to students’ complaints that the
language was a hate crime.
The state law, as it is written,
protects race, ethnicity and religion,
but not sexual orientation under
the ethnic intimidation laws, said
Community Police Officer Craig
See Protest, A4

Murray looks back on his last semester at GVSU
GVSU president offers
advice, encouragement
to students

i

hope that everyone in our university
community uses that experience to
make both personal and organizational
commitments to improving respect
and dignity we have for each other."
Watching the students succeed in
various ways, including the increased
participation in Alternative Spring
Break, the Woman's Basketball
National Championship, Student
Scholarship Day and others, were the
highlights of the semester for Murray,
he said.
"There are many admirable and
passionate students here on campus."
he explained. “It is a pleasure to be
around them."
However, the low light for him
was being reminded of the hate and
ignorance that still exists at GVSU.
he said.
See Murray, A4
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Thursday through Sum

PLANNER
FRIDAY,

THURSDAY through SATURDAY

g

■ 10 a.m., 2 p.m., 5 p.m, 10 p.m.,
— FREE CINEMA: The Greatest
Game Ever Played' at the Kirkhof
Center

THURSDAY through SATURDAY

■ 8:30 to 10 a.m. — Use
Storytelling for Effective
Communication at CHS Building, Pew
Campus
■ 2 to 11 p.m. — Rockin' the Valley
at the Cook Carillon Clock Tower

■ University Libraries extended
hours
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THURSDAY,

■ 5 to 8 p.m. — Sexy Accent Night
at the Kirkhof Center
■ 8 to 10 p.m. — Symphony
Orchestra at the Louis Armstrong
Theatre

April 21

SUNDAY,

April 23

■ Midnight to 5 p.m.
— YMCA Spring/Summer and
Fall On-line Registration at the
YMCA of greater Grand Rapids
■ Noon to 5 p.m. — Laker
Dance Team Tryouts at the
Fieldhouse Dance Studio

■ 2 p.m. — Rockapella with
After School Special at the
Allendale High School Fine
Arts Center
■ 5 to 7:30 p.m. —Weekly
dinner and discussion hosted
by United Methodist Student
Fellowship

April 20

■ 3 to 4:30 p.m. — Annis Water
Resources Institute Seminar
■ 6 to 7 p.m. — 12-Step Meeting
(Open) at the Oakland/Liberty House
inGVA
■ 6 to 7:30 p.m. — GVSU women's
rugby
■ 7 p.m. — WGVU Jazz Night at
Z's Bar 6 Restaurant

■ 7 to 9 p.m. — Recognition 2006
Kirkhof Center
■ 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. —GVSU
dodgeball vs. MSU dodgeball
■ 9:30 to 11 p.m. — Women of
Warfare (WOW — Womens Bible
Study) at the Kirkhof Center

SATURDAY,

April 22

■ Midnight — Earth Day
■ Midnight to 5 p.m. — YMCA
Spring/Summer and Fall On-line
Registration at the YMCA of greater
Grand Rapids

■ Noon to 5 p.m. — All men's
fraternity softball tournament at the
softball fields
■ 12:30 p.m.—Heal With Teal
5K RurVWalk at Holland Michigan

■ 9 a.m. — GVSU rugby
tournament at the Byron Center
■ 10 a.m. —GVSU track at
Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, Ml
■ 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. —Laker
Dance Team Tryouts at the
Fieldhouse Dance Studio

■ 5 to 9 p.m. — 3rd Annual
Sigma Pi Luau at the Cook Carillon
Clock Tower
■ 8 p.m. — Classes End

OFF CAMPUS EVENTS
THURSDAY,

April 20

What Ladies Night
Where: The Level
When: 8 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost $5
What Country Nights

Where: Margarita Grill
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost $5
What Hot Pink Thursdays
Where: The Black Rose
When: 9 p.m.

DeVos Classical Concert: War
and Peace
Where: DeVos Performance
Hall
When: 8 p.m.
Restrictions: none

Cost $10-$56

FRIDAY,

April 21

What Friday Nights
Where: The Black Rose
When: 8 p.m.
Cost $5

Muskegon, Ml 49440
..... .

April 22

What Richard and Helen
What The Acoustic Mafia
Where: Ten Bells
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 18+
Cost $5

Fighting for your rights.
Michael G. Walsh
GVSU Adjunct Professor
8 West Walton Avenue

SATURDAY,

Cost $5

What Saturday Nights
Where: The Black Rose
When: 8 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost $6
What Michigan Meltdown
Where: The DAAC
When: 8:30 p.m.
Restrictions: 18+
Cost $8

What Richard and Helen
DeVos Classical Concert:
War and Peace
Where: DeVos Performance
Hall
When: 8 p.m.
Restrictions: none
Cost $10-$56

What: Friday Night
Evolution
Where: Brick House
When: 9 p.m.

Restrictions: 21+
Cost $6

■—

SUNDAY,

April 23

What Rampage vs. Arizona
Rattlers

Where: Van Andel Arena
When: 2 p.m.
Restrictions: none
Cost $17-$85
What: West Michigan
Whitecaps vs. Clinton
LumberKings
Where: Fifth Third Ball Park
When: 2 p.m.
Restrictions: none
Cost: $5-$10

When: 6:30 p.m.
Restrictions: none
Cost $12
What: Larry the Cable Guy
Where: DeVos Performance
Hall

When: 8 p.m.
Restrictions: none
Cost $41.50
What 80's Night
Where: Billy's Lounge
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost $4

What: Hello Good Bye
Where: Ten Bells

UAulu.liintliorn.rom
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Students learn on iPods

News in Brief

Use of multi-million dollar
grant discussed

Michigan representatives
are scheduled to gather in the
Kirkhof Center this morning
to discuss proper use of
a
federally-administered,
three-year grant totaling $15
million.
U.S. Reps. Vernon J. Ehlers
(R-Grand Rapids) and Pete
Hoekstra (R-Holland) are to
meet with Emily DeRocco.
assistant secretary for the
Employment and Training
Administration of the U.S.
Department of Labor, and
Greg Northup. president of
the West Michigan Strategic
Alliance. The group is to
collaborate to discuss proper
use of the grant to boost the
workforce education system
in seven counties in West
Michigan.
The grant is part of
President George W. Bush’s
$195
million Workforce
Innovation
in
Regional
Economic
Development
initiative.
Sigma Pi invites campus
to annual Luau

The Sigma Pi fraternity.
Theta Rho chapter at Grand
Valley
State
University,
will host its annual Luau
celebration on
Saturday
from 5 to 9 p.m. at the
Cook
Carillon
Clock
Tower. The event, free to
the public, will include live
music, a pig roast, free food
complimentary of Spartan
stores and Family Fare, firebreathers and lessons on how
to make your own lei.

French students
listened to music,
radio podcasts
throughout the
semester
By Leslie Perales
GVL Staff Writer

Sixty-three Grand Valley
State
University
French
students
had
a
unique
opportunity to study the
language this semester by
using iPods.
The iPods were used to
listen to music and podcasts
from French radio, read
accompanying text files, and
go through digital flash cards.
Professors
David
Eick
and Janel Pettes-Guikema
developed the idea for their
classes, Eick said. PettesGuikema is conducting a
survey using the iPods to see
what happens when students
have access to their portable
language labs all the time, he
added.
The professors said they are
curious to see how much it helps
students in terms of listening
comprehension,
vocabulary
development and student’s
knowledge and understanding
of French culture.
Eick said Pettes-Guikema
specializes
in
language
acquisition research, and her
study on the use of iPods as a
learning tool for language will
be published and presented
at conferences around the

Author, researcher,
entreprenuer to deliver
commencement address

Juan Enriquez, anexpert on
the economical and political
impacts of life sciences, will
address Grand Valley State
University graduates as the
commencement
keynote
speaker.
Enriquez will speak at 10
a.m. during the graduation
ceremony held at Van Andel
Arena in downtown Grand
Rapids.
The author, researcher,
entrepreneur and founding
director of Harvard Business
School’s
Life
Sciences
Project will also address the
campus community on April
28 at a lecture in the CookDeVos Center for Health
Sciences.

WWW.IANTHORN.COM

country.
She added she is curious to
see if the use of technology
enhances motivation.
Eick said the iPods caused
the students to have twice as
much homework, and they did
not realize this in the beginning
of the semester.

The assignments given with
the iPod were all in addition
to their regular textbook
assignments,
Eick
said.
One of the student’s regular
assignments was to study
four songs per week and then
complete a weekly quiz on the
songs, he added.

There were both positives
and negatives to using the
iPods, said sophomore Erin
Gussert.
"It was nice, but it was a lot
of work.” she said.
The classes had a quiz
every Thursday. Gussert said
she learned a lot “about the

language because it was French
for French people, so we kind
of learned the accent and how
to say different things.”
Gussert added it was a
benefit to learn French slang
terms through the music and
podcasts they listened to.
See iPod, A8

$10,000 given to program’s participants
Students enrolled in
accelerated nursing
program receive
a scholarship to
begin their careers

Sororities to participate
in philanthropy 'battle'

The
Five
National
Panhellenic
council
sororities will compete in
a flag football tournament
on Friday afternoon to raise
money for charity.
The sisters of Alpha
Omicron Pi, Alpha Sigma
Alpha. Alpha Sigma Tau,
Delta Zeta and Sigma
Kappa will play in “Battle
of the Valley Girls’* on the
Intramural baseball fields
located behind Laker Village.
Tickets are on sale for $1 at
Kirkhof and for $2 at the
field gate.

GVL l Anna Schwalllcr

Technology for knowledge: (Left to Right) Junior Monica Leversay, freshman Kristen Mingo-Williams and sophomore Juan Rosario use their iPods in Mackinaw
Hall's language lab during their Intermediate French Class on Tuesday afternoon.

By Michelle Hamilton
GVL Staff Writer

GVL I Kyle A. Hudecz

Cashing In: Teagan McCaslin is a
recipient of a $10,000 scholarship
for nursing students in the advanced
nursing program of CVSU.

Twenty-three
nursing
students were each surprised
with $10,000 to help jump
start their careers on Friday.
“There really was no
warning. The dean just blurted
out, ‘and each one of you will
receive $10,000,’ and you

could have heard a pin drop.”
said nursing student Mindy
Thiessen. “We were in utter
shock.”
Recipients of the award
were chosen because they have
all signed up to take part in a
new accelerated program for
a second degree from Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Kirkhof College of Nursing.
The new BSN degree will take
students only three semesters
to complete, as opposed to
the normal five semesters
required.
Ali Van Dam, a graduate
from DePauw University and
member of the new program.

said she realized now more
than ever that “when you
follow what you feel you’re
supposed to do in this world,
everything will come together
if you work hatd and have
faith.”
Van Dam has many plans
for her newfound wealth.
“I’ll use the award to pay
for rent, food, gas and maybe
the occasional night out when
I need to de-stress,” she said.
Van Dam said her award
will also help pay for medical
insurance, which she has
not had for three years and
is a requirement for nursing
school.

Teagan McCaslin, another
recipient, said she choose to
pursue the new degree because
after graduating from college
she wants to get on with her
life.
McCaslin said she thinks
“it’s worth it to be strapped
financially” for a year if she
can start working as a nurse
sooner. However, as she
prepares for her wedding in
July, she said the award has
given her peace of mind.
"I literally spent sleepless
nights trying to figure out
where I was going to get
See $10,000, A8

GVSU urges safe celebrations
Administration
reminds students to
celebrate safely at
graduation time
By Craig Stevens
GVL Stqff Writer

As many students prepare
for
their * long-awaited
graduation, the issue of
celebration safety is something
about which many people on
campus are concerned.
“We would like to remind
students that now is the time to
show maturity," said LeaAnn
Tibbe, assistant director of
Student Life at Grand Valley
State University.
Tibbe provided several
suggestions of ways for
students to celebrate their
accomplishment.
“I know many students
will be anxious to celebrate

with friends and family, and
will most likely do so by
going out to downtown Grand
Rapids to the variety of
restaurants available.” Tibbe
said. She said a list of the
restaurants and venues will
be mailed to students when
they collect their caps and
gowns. Students should make
reservations before going to
any venue, she added.
Tibbe suggested avoiding
the downtown area, since it
will be crowded and difficult
to find a place that has not
been
reserved.
Possible
alternatives include going to
a Grand Haven restaurant to
celebrate, she said.
Also, students can travel
to Holland for Tulip Time,
which is a Tulip Festival,
early, since it will occur the
week following graduation,
Tibbe said. She added that
the tulips should be up and
available for viewing around

graduation time.
“My aunt is throwing a
little party, and I have invited
some family to come for a
meal to celebrate,” said senior
Kelly Hooker. “I am very
excited and proud of myself,
and glad that my family can
share in the experience.”
The school of Engineering
and Computing will host a
reception using the same
facilities as the graduation,
but many schools and the
class of 2006 have not
planned anything because
many students are excited to
go celebrate with friends and
family, Tibbe said.
“I plan to go out to dinner
with my family, and later go
to downtown for a couple of
drinks, which I know most
people will do," said senior
Elizabeth Roscano.
Having a couple drinks

the places of
to share their stories.

Returning toWGVUTV

www.wBvu.org

April 25 at 9 p.m.

Please visit wgvu.or# for
more information.
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See Celebrations, A8

Lake Michigan Drive Apartments

"Spacious Floor Plan
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ALERT Labs discuss addiction

Vet to share
war stories
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL Assistant News Editor

GVl / Itsiki Wood
Spreading awareness: (Left to right) Thomas Haynes, Carol Korf and Nancy Harper express their concerns to the community about youth alcohol and other drug use at Tuesday night's ALERT Labs town hall meeting
at Comstock Park High School.

By Brandon Hubbard
GVL Staff Writer

Attempting to stop addiction before it
begins, Grand Valley State University’s
Alcohol Education, Research andTraining
Labs addressed parents and students at
Comstock High School Tuesday night.
The program was a part of a nationwide
education series to inform people about
the effects of drugs and symptoms of
addiction as well as discuss solutions.
"It’s always the other guy,’’ said Carol
Korf, the mother of a victim of drunk
drinking and a member of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving. “We believe it is
someone else’s kid.”
Korf’s 15-year-old son was killed
riding with friends to a toga party the
night before Halloween on 48th street
near GVSU. She described in detail how
her son was thrown from the car and

Protest
continued from page A1

Zoulek.
“Free speech can be an ugly
thing,” said Timothy Schad,
vice president for finance and
administration.
Zoulek said Capt. Brandon
DeHaan, assistant director of
DPS, was looking into whether the
language would be in violation of
the student code with the University
Counsel, Tom Butcher.

Murray
continued from page A1

‘To attempt to intimidate
others who are full members of
our community is despicable,”
Murray said.
In his final semester as
president, Murray’s hoped to
continue to make a case with the
Michigan legislature for greater
fairness in funding and to support
the continued efforts to raise the
rigor of GVSU education, he

Valleys
continued from page A1

recoup the money all worked
really hard," Foster said. “There
was no room for improvement (for
them)”
He added that there is always

lay dead, wrapped in his white-sheet history is what matters.”
costume.
Sons in families where older males
People typically associate alcohol have signs of alcoholism have an 100
and drugs with the catastrophic effects percent risk for an addiction, Haynes
they have, such as
said.
People need
drunk driving fatalities
“It doesn’t matter
to know that when
and homelessness, said
what drug a person someone is predisposed
Dr. Thomas Haynes,
to addiction, it does not
uses. ... Family
an
addictionologist
matter whether the drug
and president of West
is a prescribed pain killer
history is what
Michigan
Addiction
or a street drug — they
matters.”
Consultants.
However,
are at risk, he said.
alcohol poisons every
Each year, nearly
DR. THOMAS HAYNES
cell in the human body,
600 incoming freshman
ADDICTIONOLOGIST,
he said.
students around the
PRESIDENT OF WEST
Each year 425,000
country die of alcohol
MICHIGAN ADDICTION
tobacco deaths, 100,000
CONSULTANTS
poisoning during the first
alcohol deaths and 2,000
six weeks of college, said
to 3,000 deaths from all other drugs occur Nancy Harper, the director of ALERT
in America, Haynes said.
Labs.
“It doesn’t matter what drug a person
The labs noticed a direct correlation
uses,” Haynes said about the social between drinking and grades, Harper
stigmas around certain drugs. “Family said. Students who drink 0-2.5 drinks

receive As, 3 get Bs, 4 receive Cs and
above 7 typically fail their classes or
withdraw, she said.
While Harper said binge drinking has
decreased at GVSU, she added that about
1,000 students are addicted to some form
of drug or alcohol at the university. Often,
students think there are no other options
but to drink at a party or event, she said.
“75 percent of students at GVSU drink
under three drinks, or not at all.” Harper
said. “We (ALERT Labs) have had
tremendous success with our on-campus
education programs. Students should
know that the majority of their peers do
not drink to excess.”
Funding and support for the program
was provided by the Department of
Health and Human Services.
To learn more about addiction or
ALERT Labs, please call (616) 331-2537
or visit the lab’s Web site at www.gvsu.
edu/alert.

Butcher said the group was
indeed within its permit rights and
had the right to be in the area it
was.
To obtain a permit, a group must
complete an application notifying
GVSU of its intention to be on
campus and what materials it will
hand out. said Bob Stoll, director of
Student Life.
During the course of the day,
the group told the crowd of more
than 100 students that they will be
judged in God’s eyes if they are

homosexual.
“We are here because it is
OK to tell you that if you live a
homosexual lifestyle, you will
continue to hell, but there is a way
out,” said Lee Smith, a member of
the group.
Aaron Beay, another member
of the group, said if students
were getting angry with them, it
was because of the Holy Spirit
awakening their conscience.
“Do you honestly think that any
good fruit can come from visiting

our campus?" GVSU senior Levi
Gardner challenged them.
Others also challenged the group
about not spreading the message of
love and acceptance that the Bible
preaches.
Senior Becca Clay agreed with
the group being on campus and
their message that abortion and
homosexuality is wrong, according
to the Bible.
“I am proud of them being out
here,” she said. “They are just
preaching, and that’s OK."

Junior Becca Molter agreed
with their message, but said she
did not think yelling was the way
to spread it.
Beay said his group came to
campus as part of a four-day tour of
Michigan and wanted to show the
community that killing a pre-bom
child in an abortion is murder.
The three largest parts of God’s
law that the group shares with
listeners are the sins of abortion,
homosexuality
and
sexual
immortality, he said.

said.
“My goal was to ... ensure
that the institution was ready
for a transition in leadership so
that the momentum in place will
continue under the next president’s
leadership," Murray added.
While his time at GVSU does
not end until July 1, Murray said he
still has significant work ahead on
funding issues for the university,
despite the success GVSU has had
in past years.
Murray said by working at

GVSU, he saw what can happen
when a community has a culture
that fosters helping one another.
“This is the most positive
culture I’ve seen at any public
university,” Murray said. "Because
we are a gathering of people, we
have lots of issues, but the core
value of working well with others
triumphs on most occasions.”
He said he also saw the
importance of a good physical
environment in building a
community.

“I’ve witnessed people of great
character working for the good
of others and have learned to be
a better person because of their
examples,” Murray said.
As for his advice to the next
president and student body.
Murray encourages having lofty
ambitions and being respectful of
everyone, he said.
“As we have high aspirations
and as we build respect, we unleash
our talents toward the greater
purpose we are here together to

accomplishhe said.
Before he leaves GVSU,
Murray said he would like the
student body to know it will have
more opportunities to influence
the world than it may realize.
"The world you live in will be,
in some significant part, the world
you ch<x)se to create," Murray
said. "A more respectful world
will only come if you are more
respectful. A more just world will
only come about if you are mom
just.”

room for speculation about whether
more could have been done this
year.
While senate recouped some
of the missing money, James said
she personally plans to call local
businesses this summer to do
similar can drives.

She added she hopes to have
a group of senators join her in
working at concession stands at
Van Andel Arena, or do a fund
raiser at Fazoli’s.
Foster said while he does not
have any plans to help raise money
this summer, he will work on

ways to beat Saginaw Valley State
University next year.
"When we do not know the
amount and the investigation is still
going on. it’s (hard) to keep looking
back," said Tony McKay, vice
president of the Student Resources
Committee. “We are putting our

effort to ensure the future of this
program is great.”
James King, vice president of
the Educational Affairs Committee,
added. “I hope we put on a great
event and raise a lot of money to
make amends for the unfortunate
events of this year.”

Congratulations Graduates!
Join us for dinner at West Michigan's Finest Steakhouse

Dinner on April 29th from 1 2pm -11 pm
Award-winning Steaks, Desserts and Wines

THE
Reservations Suggested: 1-888-456-DINE
(3463)
190 Monroe Ave NW- Grand Rapids, Ml 49503 - 616.451-6184

While members of his
platoon went into combat in
^fetnam. Jim Hodges was the
only one to come out alive.
That was just the beginning
for Hodges, a Vietnam veteran
who will share his account
of war horrors during a
presentation taking place on
Wednesday. “Laos: The Untold
Story" will be held at 7 p.m. in
the Gerald R. Ford Museum
Auditorium in Grand Rapids.
“We are proud to be part
of the effort to raise public
awareness of the Vietnam
generation," said Gleaves
Whitney, director of GVSU’s
Hauenstein
Center
for
Presidential Studies.
In 1970, Hodges shipped
off to Vietnam on a secret
mission virtually unknown
and unrecorded by the
U.S. government, Whitney
explained. After every member
of his platoon was killed,
Hodges had to struggle on foot
to escape the country into Laos,
where he found a secure U.S.
military base, he added.
The
presentation
will
accompany
the
traveling
photographicexhibit“Requiem:
Bythe Photographers Who Died
in Vietnam and Indochina.”
which is currently on display
at the Ford Museum. The
display of 150 photographs,
is sponsored by the George
Eastman House, International
Museum of Photography and
Film and the North Carolina
State
University
libraries
department, as stated in a press
release.
During the more than 20year span between the French
Indochina and Vietnam Wars,
135 photographers were killed
or missing in action. Their
photographs, including some
of the last shot in combat, were
collected into the traveling
exhibit, which will be on
display until June 4, according
to the press release.
“At the moments of intense
battle, one is reminded not
only of the courage of the
photographers, but of their
compassion amid the brutality
of war,” is a description of the
exhibit found in the Hauenstein
Center’s press release.
The exhibit and Hodges’
story provides a powerful
example of the difficulties
soldiers faced every day during
and after the war, Whitney
said.
Whitney said he hopes
Vietnam veterans will relate to a
story so compelling as Hodges’
and will be more willing to
relay their own experiences.
Many students will leam
a part of the war their fathers
may not have told them.

Whitney said.
"He’s a great storyteller
with a great story to tell,”
Whitney said. “He will tell
students things they can’t read
in a history textbook.”
Hodges
is
currently
the president of a film and
entertainment company called
Shared Technologies & Jim
Hodges Productions.
For more information on
the program, call (616) 2540400 or visit http://www.
aBpresidents.otg.
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Examining policy
With the outrage stemming from the anti
abortion display near Zumberge Library
on Tuesday, campus officials need to have
a more detailed review process for groups
visiting the university.
For nearly the entire afternoon on Tuesday, larger-than-life
photographs of aborted fetuses shocked people walking through the
academic side of campus. The individuals holding the photos — from a
group based in Wisconsin with no ties to Grand Valley State University
— upset numerous people on campus with its messages about abortion
and homosexuals.
Throughout the day, numerous people called the Department of
Public Safety to report the group and the messages it proclaimed.
When officers arrived, however, their hands were tied, as the group —
whose behavior appalled the pro-life organization on campus — was
not breaking any law or rules. Additionally, they were not violating the
permit they acquired for their protest.
While the presentation of different viewpoints is important to the
furthering of educated dialogue at GVSU, university officials need
to ensure that those views are presented in an appropriate manner,
especially when they come from off-campus groups.
When an off-campus group desires to make its point at GVSU,
university officials need to examine the permit application with a fine
toothed comb. They need to look ahead and think about what could
happen given how the group plans to present its message. If the group’s
actions could disrupt the overall atmosphere at GVSU, it must not be
permitted on campus.
Given the recent acts of intolerance on campus and the anger that
so many hold in their hearts because of them, GVSU needs to be
selective in what it lets groups present and say on campus. Allowing a
visitor to wear a “Got AIDS Yet?” shirt with the “G-A-Y” highlighted
does nothing but offend a group of people with already heightened
emotions. This message goes exactly against the message of tolerance
that GVSU has preached for the past month.
Since it would be illegal to prohibit these groups to exercise their
right to free speech, university officials need to repeatedly — not just
when an act occurs — encourage students to ignore die messages
of groups that will not engage in a civil dialogue. In the past, die
university has encouraged respectful debates on a variety of issues
in which both sides listen to arguments calmly and without passing
judgement. That is the way topics should be discussed, not by students
yelling at group members who desire nothing more than attention.
Presenting different and even controversial views mi GVSU’s
campus is totally acceptable and can help educate die campus
community. However, when an outside group tries to come to campus
to spread its message to GVSU students, officials need to examine
their proposed actions carefully to ensure that the environment of the
university is maintained. Similarly, it is vital that students do not give
the group the attention it so desperately seeks.
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“As a college-educated middle-class
American, I get to look through a lens
nobody else does ... I view life very
differently from everyone else in the
world.”

uS0RKf,D0MmW...rD LIKETOTWETOU WCMU KANSAS,
BUT I CANT AHKWmEGAS..."
YOUR INSIGHTS----------------------------------------------------------

What would you do with $10,000?

"I would put it toward
school, because I'm going
to be in massive debt in a
few years here."

"I'd invest half of it. The
other half I would play
around with."

"I want to travel all over the
world."

"I would get a car and give
some to charity."

Josh Goulding
Sophomore
Biomedical Science

Chad Gary
Senior
Liberal Studies

Rie Kitaide
Junior
Sociology

Laura Hogg
Junior

GVL STUDENT OPINION --------------------------------------------------------------------------

I can spare no change for GVSU
By Brian Perry
GVL Columnist

At the end of a long
collegiate career, one gets
to participate in GradFest.
This pleasant activity brings
the realization of graduation
to life.
One receives a Grand
Valley State University
Alumni sunglasses clip.
Talk about sweet! Not
only does it keep your
sunglasses in place, but
the deluxe model comes
with a pen holder built in.
For $23 one can purchase
a purple robe with a blue
tassel. And if one is in the
college of education, one
receives baby blue cords.
I’m no art major, but I think
I just named three different
colors. I am going to look
good at graduation.
At another station of

GVL Columnist

Laura Masters

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is
to stimulate discussion and action
on topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
in person. Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter

M

length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right
to edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff.

GradFest, young people
panhandle for the Student
Legacy Campaign.
“Many graduates give
$5 or $10 ... Would you
like to do the same?” they
asked me. I stifle a burst
of laughter and check the
wallet. Meijer receipt...
Meijer receipt... Main
Street receipt... shoot. “Can
I just take a brochure?” I
ask. Of course I can.
The check the wallet
thing was deliberate. I
knew what I would find in
there. I just could not bring
myself to tell these nice
young ladies “No, I’m not
giving you 10 more dollars.
Think about it.” I could
have verbally abused them
from here to the Fourth of
July, but that is not what
GradFest is about.
I get home and check out
the brochure.
“Have you ever thought

Perry

about
giving
money to
GVSU?
Not
tuition or
fees, but
an actual
gift?"

To ^

honest, I
have not. I have been here
five years. The figure on
my student loan statement
looks like an amount I
would like to make in
my first year of teaching.
Thanks to George Bush’s
tax cuts, I will be paying
it back at almost 7 percent
interest. You got all of that
money. If I give you $10,
I’ll fall behind on my super
sized loans.
Thanks for reminding me
of the fees. I am not sure
how you define fees, but I
know that 1 have paid out

the behind. 1 buy a book for
$135, crack it open twice,
and sell it back for $20. I
pay $125 a semester for
parking. I buy $6 chicken
nuggets on campus. To me.
those are the fees at GVSU.
So no, I have not really
ever considered giving a
gift. You have literally bled
me dry. There is no more
money for you GVSU.
You have everything. Well,
almost everything. I pick
up my paycheck from the
newspaper on Tuesdays. If
you can beat me there, you
can have it. Then you really
will have everything. My
presence here, my tuition
and my fees will have to do
for now. In 35 to 40 years,
when I get my tuition paid
off, I will start giving gifts.
When I do, I expect GVSU
to start catering to me.
Until then. Mr. DeVos is in
charge.

Escaping from this college life
By Tim Hodgson

GVSU senior and Peace Corps volunteer

Communications

For my final column
in my final days here at
GVSU, I should take the
high road and not make
fun of anything. You know,
go out with a touch of
class and reflect on my
many experiences during
my tenure here.
But in the immortal
words of C. Montgomery
Burns — “Not bloody
likely.”
As a soon-to-be
graduate of this institution
of “higher" education,
I gain the privilege ...
nay, the right to complain
about this university and
its seemingly infinite
shortcomings.
The super-liberal arts
program (including theme
courses) was intended
to make students “more
well-rounded.’ The only
thing^hose courses did
was teach me how to get

a 92 on
a paper
I had
written
the night
before
and had
put little
or no
Hodgson
effort
into.
The journalism
program. The only thing
it managed to do was
convince me that news
journalism is dying
and that I should focus
my attention toward
entertainment.
The campus grounds.
Apparently, the only
times when the sprinklers
function properly and do
not spray water across
every sidewalk is when it’s
raining. And the right way
of dealing with snow and
ice is to throw more blue
salt down everywhere.
Robinson. Copeland and
Kistler. You mean I get to

spend $750 a month to live
in a cramped room with
another person with a tiny
window and community
bathrooms that don’t get
cleaned on weekends? I
would he stupid not to do
it! Luckily, it was a one
time experience that not
everybody has to endure.
Student housing in
general. If I had a dollar
for every time a simple
housing procedure turned
into a three-week ordeal.
I would be able to pay off
my student loans in one
fell swoop.
The administration.
Never mind the fact that
the only time you hear
from these people is when
they write a letter to the
editor for the Lanthorn. but
the leader of this school
is leaving for the grocery
business.
The students. Just about
everybody who attends this
school sucks. There is no
getting around it. People

would rather stay attached
to their cell phones and
take off for home every
weekend than dare talk
to anybody, let alone be
friendly.
The list keeps going.
Why did I chose to come
to college here if I ended
up disliking the majority
of what GVSU had to
offer?
Well, like many other
students who attend their
school of choice (and not
just this one), I was baited
into thinking this was the
happiest place on earth,
where squirrels danced and
everybody ate rainbows
for breakfast.
I am no psychic and
cannot predict the future,
so how was I supposed to
know I would end up on
the business end of a fouryear proctology exam?
I am not graduating
from this place — I prefer
to think of it as my escape.
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LETTERS TO TIIK EDITOR

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT -----------

Dear Editor,
My name is Emily Woolsey.
and I am a member of the
Grand Valley Students for Life
Organization. I am writing to
you regarding the group that
was on campus today with
the graphic posters of aborted
fetuses. I saw a Lanthorn
reporter talking to them earlier,
and the Students for Life Group
would really appreciate it if
you would include in your
article that we had nothing to
do with this group. We were
completely unaware that they
were coming to campus. Had
we been informed, there is no
way we would have allowed
them to come. The pictures
they were holding are a part
of the Genocide Awareness
Program. The leaders of GAP
have been trying to convince
Students for Life to use their
campaign for years now. Every
year, we flat out refuse them.
Our organization in no way
condones what these people are
doing. Please make this clear in
your article. Thank you so much
for your cooperation in this
unfortunate issue.
Sincerely.
Emily Woolsey

Thanks for the music
A big thanks to Spotlight
Productions! In my four years
of attending Grand Valley State
University, there has never been
an event that has really excited
me, or forced me to wait in great
anticipation ... until now. After a
grueling week of final projects,
papers and presentations. I will
be able to take in the great and
eccentric sounds of Reggie and
The Full Effect. A big thank you
to Spotlight Productions and
everyone who brought this and
the other talents to Rockin’ the
Valley!
Andrew Million

Those in authority need to
take action
Dear Editor,
I find the state of our campus
sadly ironic. Recently, our
campus has been up in arms
about hate crimes. "Not On
Our Campus” and messages of
tolerance covered the sidewalk,
and there were many newspaper
articles written. Yet today
(Tuesday), dunng a protest held
by an outside group, I was told
by public safety that they could
not ask a man to turn his shirt
inside out as it was a "part of his
free speech rights." This shirt
asked, “Got AIDS Yet?” with
GAY highlighted and included
a Bible verse — and most
importantly, it had nothing to do
with what he was protesting.
If his shirt had somehow
spelled out BLACK and made
assumptions that AIDS was
God’s wrath sent down as a
punishment for allowing African
Americans to have power,
would I have been given the
same response from the public
safety officer? What if the letters
spelled JEW? Can I now start
wearing hateful T-shirts around
campus or write hateful things
on my white board? What has
made this T-shirt any different?
Our campus supposedly does
not tolerate hate crimes, but
despite silent protests and one
very loud march, I have yet to
see those in authority actually
take action.
Laura Patterson
Student

abortion. I am just like millions
of other people when it comes to
the issue. 1 know a lot about it,
and I can understand both sides
equally. I am neutral. There may
never be a suxing following on
either side. I am not avoiding
abortion, I just honestly agree
with both sides. Around campus,
mainly the Au Sable Hall area.
1 could see a senes of huge
banners and posters, displaying
more photos of bloody fetuses. I
cannot get the image out of my
head. These horrible pictures did
not make me feel any different
about my stance on abortion.
Are other people disturbed as
well for no reason? These people
are protesting abortion with
terrible methods. Many others
were voicing my thoughts. I
am completely for free speech,
but it crosses the line when it
infringes on others. I utilized
my own freedom to confront
one protester outside of Padnos,
proudly holding up another giant
poster of the sickening image.
“How long is this crap going
to be going on?”
"As long as it takes to make
this illegal,” he told me.
“This won't help. These
images ? Abortion clinics don’t
leave dead fetuses on the
sidewalk for people to see like
this.”
“Then don't look at them.”
I don’t have much of a
choice now, do I? The first time
was enough to disturb me for
at least the rest of the week, if
not longer. Like I said before,
I understand the anti-abortion
side of the issue, but this way
of showing people is offensive
and disgusting. Many people
were arguing with the protesters
and banding against them. One
of the protesters started talking
about how homosexuality was
wrong as well. He was met with
strong opposition from a number
of people, including two people
saying that they arc homosexual
and that it was not their choice.
I realized this is not just about
abortion. It is about Christianity.
One particularly angering sign
of it was a shirt that one of the
protesters wore. “G-A-Y: Got
Aids Yet?” This university is
supposed to be accepting of all
people. Attacking homosexual
people has nothing to do with
abortion — why attack that as

Free speech should not
infringe on others
Letter to the Editor,
I never thought I would
feel strongly enough about
something to actually be
desirous to have my letter
published in the Lanthorn, but
my button has been pushed.
As of April 18. 2006, my
emotions went through shock
and anger. Tuesday morning,
my friend had me look at a
flyer he acquired. It was folded
up. and on the cover it said
something along the lines of
“We spend ‘x amount’ in taxes
each year to an organization that
murders millions.” My interest
was peaked as I opened the
flyer to reveal the mysterious
"organization” — abortion. My
first reaction was amusement.
What a clever way of putting
it. My feelings soon changed
to disgust and disturbance as
I looked at the bottom. Two
pictures of mutilated fetuses
glared at me — images that still
haunt my mind.
Let me discuss my stance on

Anti-abortion advocates not
associated with campus
organization

well? As 1 said, this whole thing
is about Christianity, disguised
as abortion. I try to follow
Christian morals, but if it is truly
sinful to have a neutral stance
on abortion and have nothing
against homosexuality, then I am
going to hell.
How can this be allowed on
campus? They hide behind free
speech, but if it bothers people
in ways they cannot avoid, is it
still free speech? People must
have been complaining to them
already. DPS surrounded the
event, waiting to kick the group
off campus. How do the other
people that have a hard time
seeing that stuff feel? Arc there
people passing by that have had
abortions in the past? I cannot
imagine what might be going
through their head, having to
relive something that in all
likeliness was a very hard time.
The anti-abortionists
claim this is what we need to
see in order to understand. I
completely disagree These
images were wrongly used as
attention-getters. I will be bold
enough to say that the protesters
probably know that already.
There are children, roughly two
years old, obliviously handing
out the pamphlets. How do they
feel about those images? The
anti-abortionists have clever
methods, I will give them that.
A large number of college
touring groups were on campus
on the same day. How does
Grand Valley look with this?
Did the people allowing this
take it into consideration? I am
bothered by what is considered
not explicit enough to be shown
in the middle of campus, if the
protesters even said they would
be using the visuals. Events like
this need to be more carefully
monitored. This is different
than events like the recent drag
show that was debated. You
cannot turn your head away.
These dead fetuses are displayed
blatantly across campus. People
on campus cannot easily avoid
them, and it should not have to
be that way. Something that can
potentially bother someone like
this should not be allowed, and
I am not the only one that feels
that way Free speech? You have
mine.
Dylan Copp

Football Season Tickets
Blue Sections $60.00
Yellow Sections $50.00
&
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By Mark A. Murray
GVSU President

As we complete this
semester, I want to offer a
few final thoughts to the
Grand Valley State University
community. They are addressed
to faculty, staff and students,
though in truth, they are
probably a little more directed to
students.
There are grave challenges
ahead. In 10 years, our
communities will be different,
and our economy will be
different. Great opportunity and
wrenching changes are ahead.
The continuation of the normal
course of events in all sectors
— health, education, business,
government — is simply
unsustainable. In 10 years,
things will be very different. In
25 and 40 years, they will be
unrecognizable. 1 do not pretend
to know the particulars of what
all the changes will be. but the
lack of advanced knowledge
about particulars does not
diminish my confidence in my
prediction of major change.
In the face of that. I believe
you will be very challenged
to maintain the highest skills.
Some of the challenges we face
can be “solved” in the sense
that new ways and new things
can be developed. Two recent
sayings come to mind. The
bumper sticker — "The World
Is Run By Those Who Show
Up” matches my life experience.
Peter Drucker’s caution that in
the future there will not be poor
places, only ignorant places is
profoundly true. It used to be
said that success was 90 percent
perspiration and 10 percent
inspiration. Inspiration will take
an ever-increasing share, but
both are essential. Those who
do not keep their skills up will
be left further behind. Places
where this becomes normal
behavior will suffer — not only
economically, but socially.
But equally true and much
less discussed is that some of the

issues before
us are not
conducive
to being
"solved.”
We have a
poverty of
respect and
dignity for
each other
Murray
that does not
call for a “solution.” It calls for
us to be better people. There is
an ascendancy of a utilitarian
view of our relationships that
leads to a sense that they are
disposable if they no longer
serve our short-term needs.
This has left an enormous void
in so many lives. We are adept
at filling the void with 24-hour
media, shopping, alcohol,
drugs, workaholism and other
diversions. These temporarily
mask the anxiety of empty
relationships and dissatisfying
lives; they do not address it.
I ask that you truly commit
yourselves to personal contact
and community building. This
is the kind of contact that views
each person you encounter
as inherently worthy of deep
respect and dignity. It takes
real pleasure in the presence of
those around you. It is where the
greatest satisfactions of life will
be found.
I remember relatively little
about the specific tasks I have
undertaken in previous jobs, but
I remember the people I have
worked with very well. They are
the pleasure of past experiences.
I can say with complete
confidence that this will be true
as well at GVSU.
It has been an extraordinary
honor to serve as your President.
This university is so strong
because the people here
have a deep integrity in their
commitment to work and to each
other. When we are at our best,
we know the pleasure of living,
working and studying together. I
wish you all the best of success
in the life before you. We will be
a better state because of you.
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GVL Staff Writer

As an attempt to lessen
stress near exam time, Spotlight
Productions will host its annual
end of the year concert, Rockin’
the Valley, on Friday.
“Rockin’ The Valley is the
final program that Spotlight
puts on for the year,” said Grand
Valley State University student
and Public Relations Officer
for Spotlight Productions Nick
Pogvara. “It’s a free concert
for all students to attend and
let loose one last time before
finals.”
The event will showcase nine
bands this year — Four Over
One, Deep Blue Underground,
Surefire High, La Famiglia, The
Orphan, Hard Lessons, John
Ralston, Allister and Reggis
and The Full Effect. Four Over
One was the winner of Battle of
the Bands at the 2006 Relay for
Life and will open the concert.
The event will run throughout
the day from 2 to 11 p.m.
Pogvara
said
Spotlight
Productions hopes students will

respond positively to the music
and the event.
“I went last year and felt
that a lot of the people there
enjoyed the local bands,” said
GVSU sophomore Tommy
Valdez. “The turnout last year
was decent considering the
weather.”
Last year’s event had many
problems due to bad weather
and two bands backing out,
Pogvara said, which made
Rockin’ the Valley a smaller
event than planned.
“We hope that we’ve taken
enough necessary steps to
correct that problem this year,”
Pogvara said. “We really hope
to see a large percentage of
the student body coming out to
listen to good music and have a
good time.”
During the event, the GVSU
Student Senate will bring a
mobile branch of the Secretary
of State to register people to
vote, and the $1,000 winner of
the Do Something program will
be announced.
Spotlight Productions has
increased its promotion for the
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Peace Corps reaches GVSU

Bands to rock
in the valley
By Rachael Williams
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By Jennifer Hoewe
GVL Laker Life Editor

GVl Archive / Sarah J. Gross

Jammin' hard: Performing at the
2004 Rockin' the Valley, Nineteen
Wheels rocked the crowd.

event this year, teaming up with
the Ad Club and sending out
letters to other organizations.
"We’re trying to make this
event like what other schools
have; one big end of the year
festival,” said GVSU senior and
Spotlight Productions Music
Chair Tom Rexford.
In case of rain, the event will
be moved to the Fieldhouse. It
is free and open to the public.

Cleaning the ravines

While many graduating
seniors look to secure a highpaying job after receiving
their diplomas. Laura Masters
is heading in a different
direction.
As a Grand Valley State
University senior, Masters
completed an interview last
week to serve in the Peace
Corps. Hoping to work as
an English teacher in the
Caribbean, she will find out
whether or not she is accepted
into the program in two
weeks.
"I wanted to do this because
1 felt a need to serve, and civic
duty is naturally ingrained in
me,” Masters said. “I want to
engross myself in a completely
different culture and way of
living.”
She added she will spend
27 to 36 months in the country
in which she is placed by the
Peace Corps.
“I will certainly serve the
time required,” Masters added.
"Depending on the given
scenario, there is a possibility
I will stay later.”
Peace
Corps
Regional
Recruiter Emily Olsen said
after being accepted into the
program, volunteers work in
72 countries around the world.
While the application process
to serve in these countries can
take up to a year, Olsen added

that the normal time, including other parts of the world.
an interview, medical exam Beginning in 1975, Cole
and background check, is completed several different
about nine months.
jobs in the S6gu, Mopti and
“Applicants who have a Louga Regions of Mali.
“I planned, developed and
degree, are motivated for
service, have volunteer and implemented a variety of
community service experience village-level rural development
and demonstrate leadership and training programs in the
qualities are most likely to be Sdgu and Mopti Regions of
a good match for the Peace Mali,” he said. “In Mopti, I
Corps,” Olsen
worked as a
said.
researcher
...
“I want to engross
Getting
conducting
myself in a
accepted into
rural
the
Peace
completely different household
Corps
was
surveys
by
culture and way
not difficult,
camel.”
of living.”
just very time
Cole
consuming,
worked
in
Masters said.
Louga
to
LAURA MASTERS
“The
complete
GVSU SENIOR
suggestion I
smallwould
have
scale
rural
is to plan on it taking a long development projects in hopes
time,” Masters said. “You need of strengthening the local
to be very patient.”
economy. He said he also helped
While
the
application other Peace Corps volunteers
process was quite lengthy. in Mali adjust to their new
Masters said this opportunity lives of volunteering.
will give her an invaluable
“It’s not for everybody,”
Cole added. “I was the type of
experience.
“As a college-educated volunteer who spent all of his
middle-class American, I get time in the back-country, and
to look through a lens nobody who preferred the company of
else does,” she said. “I view locals to Americans.”
life very differently from
Out of the 7.810 Peace Corps
everyone else in the world.”
volunteers currently serving,
GVSU Geography and 16 are GVSU students, Olsen
Planning associate professor said. Since the program’s
Roy Cole said he volunteered establishment in 1961, 121
in Mali, Africa, through the GVSU alumni have donated
Peace Corps to experience their time.

By Christen Oliveto
GVL Staff Writer

The Student Environmental
Coalition will take a stand this
Earth Day to improve the Grand
Valley State University campus by
hosting its third and latest clean
up of the GVSU ravines.
In response to the accumulating
garbage in GVSU’s ravines, SEC
is hosting Earth Day Cleanup, with
volunteers meeting on Saturday in
Parking Lot R at 10 a.m.
Some workers will be focusing
on the southern-most ravines on
the Allendale Campus to remove
metal pieces from an old municipal
scrap metal dump. The garbage
includes objects ranging from
plastic and glass bottles to cars and
refrigerators.
GVSU senior and SEC Vice
President Jordan DeVries said there
are about 25 to 30 tons of scrap in
the ravine, including a dozen cars,
30 washing machines, a handful of
refrigerators and nearly 50 tires.
It is important to clean up this
part of the ravine mainly because
the garbage is not supposed to be
located there. GVSU senior and
SEC Adviser, Shawn Lewis, said.
“It’s an environmental eyesore
for people who hike, bike and run
through the trails surrounding the
ravines,” Lewis added.
Lending additional hands,
the Backpacking Club, Biology
Club, Geology Club and Soil and
Water Conservation Society will
be among the participants walking
through the remainder of the
ravines with trash bags, removing
general litter that was dumped or
blown into the ravines throughout
the year.
GVSU senior and SEC
President Kevin Donner said part
of this opportunity is to remove
participants from the ordinary
college experience.
“Seeing trash, plastic bags and
bottles simply reminds you of the
responsibilities and stress that you
have to return to," he added.
The event will serve as a

Why are these students so happy?
Because they
just got a
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Helping out: GVSU students Dave Falmg (left) and Mark Bryson carry a
microwave they found in the ravines earlier this month during one of the Student
Environmental Coalition's initial clean-ups.

clear announcement that GVSU
students care for their surrounding
environment and are willing to
work to maintain a clean campus by
fixing the mistakes of the past and
the present. Donner said. He added
he hopes it will give students pride
in their campus and prevent such
frequent littering in the future.
“I do not believe throwing
things from the Little Mac bridge
would be quite as popular if
students were required to remove
those objects weeks later.” he said.
Faculty.
students
and
community volunteers are also
welcome and encouraged to
participate in the cleanup. Lewis
said GVSU will send volunteers
with heavy machinery to help
remove larger objects from the
south ravine area.
“Our university has an

obligation to be a leader within our
community and set an example
for other universities out there,”
DeVries said. “This is why a clean
up of the ravines is a joint effort
between the administration and the
student body.”
According to the SEC’s Web
site. Earth Day Cleanup is a part
of the group’s mission to spread
awareness of the environmental
issues faced in today’s society.
“Bring a pair of hiking boots,
some old clothes you don’t mind
getting dirty and a hug for some of
the trees, DeVries said. “After all.
this is your campus.”
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enough money to live on,”
McCaslin said. “With this
money, our financial burden
will be lightened. They have
given us the tools to succeed,
and l can't even put into words
how grateful l am.”
The announcement of the
awards came at an orientation
for the new program at CookDeVos Center for Health
Sciences downtown.
Phyllis
Gendler,
dean
of GVSU's KCN, said the
$10,000 awards are important
to these students because they
did not have much notice about

Grand Valley Lanthorn

the new nursing program.
“They didn’t know about
the program in time to make
plans, and this money will help
to motivate them,” she said.
The announcement of the
awards, Gendler said, came as
a surprise to everyone, and she
is excited the program worked
out. She said few people were
told about KCN’s plan to give
the awards because details
were not worked out until the
last minute.
The awards were not a
“sure thing” until two days
before they were announced
to the students and “we didn’t
want any rumors spreading.”
Gendler said.
To help fund the awards,

GVSU matched 43 percent of
a grant from the state.
“The university was very
generous in helping this
particular program get off of
the ground,” Gendler said.
Although the program for
the new degree is expected
to continue, Gendler said she
is unsure whether or not any
awards will be handed out to
the next group of students who
sign up for it. Students who
sign up for the program now
will have a year to plan ahead,
she said.
“The students’ reactions
made it obvious that they think
this money is an important part
of them being successful,”
Gendler said.

slightly higher this semester
because they were motivated to
study more and work harder.
Eick said he sees the
potential for the use of iPods
in classrooms to be vast.
Although it depends on the
class, he suggested using it in
French 303 by giving students
recordings of poems they are
reading, as well as books like
“Madame Bovary.”
Eick said the iPod language
courses
may
garner the
reputation of being quite

demanding after this semester,
but they want to attract students
who are up for a challenge
when it comes to learning the
French language and culture.
The student’s final project of
the year is to create their own
podcasts that will present some
of their favorite songs, discuss
the artists within the culture
and record other things like
mock interviews, commercials
and weather reports entirely in
French, Eick said.
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iPod
continued from page A3
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Eick said he thinks the
iPods worked well during the
course of the semester. It was
a challenge for the students to
negotiate authentic language
rather than material that
was written specifically for
American college students, he
said.
Eick said he predicts
student’s grades might be

Celebrations
continued from page A3

in celebration is not the
issue that many faculty
members at GVSU are
concerned
about,
but
rather it is unhealthy
binge drinking, said Nancy
Harper, director of Alcohol,
Education, Research and
Training labs.
“We would just like
to remind students that
celebration does not equal
inebriation,” Harper said.
This is the time for
students to show what they
have learned during their
college experience and the
maturity they have obtained
during their time here as
students, she said.
The general feelings
are for students to use
discretion when celebrating
and to display a level of
caution and safety in the
way they do so, both Harper
and Tibbe said.
Commencement
will
take place on April 29 at 10
a.m. at Van Andel Arena in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Golf falls short in Indiana
By Sarah Hawley
GVl. Staff Writer

The Grand Valley State
University football team's
defense scored 54 points in
the annual spring game on
Saturday at Lubbers Stadium to
guide the team to a 54-44 win
over the Lakers' offense. The
game used a modified system
of scoring.

The baseball team of GVSU
amassed 29 wins this season
after its win against Calvin
College on Monday The Lakers
are currently tied for first place
in the Great Lakes Conference
with Ashland University.

GVSU redshirt freshman first
baseman Casey Robrahn has
mounted a hitting streak of 17
games. Robrahn extended his
streak to the 17-hit mark on
Monday when he knocked a
base hit against Calvin College.

©

On Sunday, the women's tennis
team of GVSU finished off the
lllini Spring Classic, an event
hosted by the University of
Illinois, in seventh place. The
Lakers posted a team score of
627 for the event.

®
The softball team of GVSU
sits In fourth place in the
Great Lakes Conference after
it took action last weekend.
On Saturday, the Lakers split a
doubleheader with conference
foe Gannon University.

GET YOUR
LAKER
NEWS
ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com
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Laker men’s golf has made swings
toward a championship all season. They
set the bar high back in October at the
season opener with a first place finish.
The steak continued, but it was not
until the April 2 Great Lakes Regional
that No. 2 reclaimed the No. 1 spot with
a score of 574 in Perry Park. Ky.
In the last stretch of the season before
the NCAA Great Lakes Regional Super
Region, the Lakers fell one stroke short
of first place at the NCAA Great Lakes
Region No. 3 in Edinburgh, Ind., on
Friday and Saturday.
As a team, GVSU rounded out day
one and day two with the same score,
a 288 The 576 total put them just shy
of the University of Indianapolis, which
finished with a 575 total score.
“The scores were pretty low,” said
junior golfer Steve Larson. "We shot
pretty even as a team.”
Larson and sophomore Josh Orler
tied for seventh place at the tournament.
This junior and sophomore combo was
the top set of marks for GVSU.
Larson and Orler each posted a total
of 142 for the two-day event. Despite
the performance, Larson was not
completely satisfied.
“Too bad we weren’t farther up the
leader board," Larson said.
The par fives provided some of the
easier holes on the course, Larson said.
There were many other individuals who
seemed to take advantage of those same
holes, he added.
Sophomore Tony Mango was the
third Laker to rank at the tournament.
He finished in a tie for spot No. 14.
He tallied a 144 after the two days of
competition. Senior Jake Hamilton shot

a 147, and junior Kyle Murphy cleared
the green with a 153.
The Lakers made it out to the course
for a practice run on Thursday, the day
before the tournament began, Larson
said.
"We went out and tried to get a feel
for the course,” Larson said.
The third regional tournament was
just a peek at the levels of competition
for the Super Regional on May 1-3. The
Lakers will see all of the teams that
competed next week at the course in
Edinburgh, Ind. Lewis University is set
to host the tournament.
The Super Region will be held in
Lockport, Ill., which is on a course the
Lakers are familiar with. They played
on the green about a month before,
Larson said, and will try to have another
practice run on the course the day before
the regional.
“(We) can’t worry about them
(competition). We just have to go out
and play,” Larson said. “Then at the end
of the day, add the scores all up.”
On May 16-19, the rolling greens
of Daniels, W.Va., will host the 2006
NCAA National Championships.
Meanwhile, on Monday and
Tuesday, the women’s golf team
traveled to Findlay, Ohio, to place fist
in the Findlay-Outback Steakhouse
Invitational. The Lakers finished in
the top spot with a score of 649, nine
strokes ahead of second place Ferris
State University.
Junior Kate MacDonald led in scoring
for the lady Lakers with a tournament
score of 154. MacDonald shot a 72 in the
first round and 82 in the second round.
Rounding out team scoring for the
Lakers were seniors Laura Leatherman
(164), Kristi Vienneau (167) and
Melissa Riegle (169) and sophomore
Tracey Puckering (169).

GVl Archive / Jaslyn Gilbert

Preparing to swing: Junior Steve Larson lines up a shot during a practice round at the
Meadows golf course.

Softball wins six of last seven games
By Jayson Bussa
GVl. Sports Editor

The Grand Valley State University softball team is at
the top of its game.
After an early portion of the season that handed the
Lakers 13 losses. GVSU has turned it on recently, winning
six of its last seven games. The Lakers now hold an overall
record of 22-14 with a Great Lakes Conference record of
6-4.
The Lakers are currently in fourth place in the
conference while Wayne State University sits at the top with
a conference record of 12-2 and Northwood University is
in second with a conference record of 9-3.
On April 6, the Lakers defeated Saint Joseph’s College
in the second game of their doubleheader. Since then, the
only loss the Lakers have experienced was on Saturday
when they fell to Gannon University in the first game of
a doubleheader.
During that time span, the leakers swept doubleheaders
against conference foes Mercyhurst College and Ferris
State University.
After Saturday’s home loss to Gannon, the Lakers
bounced back in the second game of the day to chalk up
a win.
In the first game of the day. where the Lakers fell by a
score of 8-2, GVSU struck first with an RBI single from
senior third baseman Denise Ireton that scored senior
center fielder Tara Marsh.
However. Gannon took the lead back in the top of

the third inning where it plated two runs. The fate of the
Lakers was sealed in the top of the sixth inning. Going into
the inning, the Lakers were down by a score of 2-1, but
Gannon strung together six runs in the inning to put the
Lakers down for the count.
Sophomore right fielder Lisa Preuss knocked a base hit
to score Ireton, but the deficit proved to be too much for
GVSU.
Freshman Lori Andjelich was tagged with the loss for
the Lakers as she tossed nearly six innings, letting up seven
hits and seven runs. Andjelich struck out four batters but
also walked five. Gannon’s Jenn Kulick went the distance,
pitching all seven innings of the game. Kulick let up two
runs on eight hits while striking out a single batter.
The Lakers added only one run to their first game total,
but this time came out with a win by a score of 3-2.
After the first three innings of play, the Lakers jumped
out to the early 3-0 lead. Ireton knocked in Marsh on an
RBI triple for the first inning’s scoring.
Ireton continued to be hot at the bat with a home run
that scored two Lakers in the top half of the third inning.
Gannon fought back in the fourth inning with their pair
of runs, but the remainder of the game saw no more scoring,
and the Lakers escaped the contest by a score of 3-2.
Sophomore Stephanie Cole pitched five innings for the
Lakers and Andjelich came in for the final two innings of
the contest. Cole scored the win as she allowed two runs
on six hits and struck out three batters. Andjelich earned
the save with flawless pitching. She gave up no hits or runs
and managed to strike out two.

GVL / Katie Seif

Lining it up: Sophomore Lisa Preuss gets ready to wail on the
ball during Saturday's doubleheader against Gannon University.

Gannon’s Lauren Soldner was given the loss as she
pitched the entire game.
On Friday. GVSU will travel to Ohio for back-toback doubleheaders. The Lakers will square off against
Ashland University in a pair of games on Friday, and on
Sunday, they will take on the University of Findlay in a
doubleheader. Both teams are conference opponents.

Baseball takes twin bill

SOFTBALL
STANDINGS

By Brandon Watson
GVl. Staff Writer

Team | GLIAC | Overall
Wayne State

12-2

23-16

Northwood

9-3

26-11

Ashland

7-3

24-16

Grand Valley

6-4

22-14

Hillsdale

8-6

17-15

Gannon

5-5

24-13

Saginaw Valley St.

5-7

15-23

rems state

3-7
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Football engages in
annual spring contest
The Grand Valley State University football team saw action on
Saturday at Lubbers Stadium in its annual spring game. The contest
pit GVSU's defense against the offense in a modified-scoring contest.
The GVSU defense was victorious in the contest with a score of 54-44.
Many of the younger prospects and former red shirts saw action for the
Lakers in the contest.
"I was pleased with what we did today on the field," GVSU head
coach Chuck Martin said. "Our young players did some things on both
sides of the ball, and we topped it off with no significant injuries."

No. 15 Grand Valley State University
raised its record to 28-8 this season by
sweeping visiting No. 25 North Kentucky
in a non-conference twin bill Saturday.
7-4 and 9-0. En route, redshirt freshman
Casey Robrahn extended his hitting streak
to 17 consecutive games.
The Norse got on the scoreboard early
by notching a run in the second. The
Lakers climbed back to even the score
with back-to-back singles by Robrahn and
junior designated hitter Brandon Bard.
After junior shortstop Dan Skirka moved
up the runners with a sacrifice bunt, senior
left fielder Nate Secor knocked in a run
on a ground out. Junior center fielder Jeff
Carrero tallied his 37th RBI of the season
to bring the score to 2-1.
The Lakers added two more runs in
the third as junior second baseman Spud
McKenzie led the inning off w ith a walk,
stole second and moved to third on the
catcher’s overthrow to second. Senior
right fielder Nick Sandy walked and junior
catcher Nick Smith drove in McKenzie.
Robrahn hit a sacrifice fly to score the
next run.
The LakerS scored two more runs in the
fourth with three straight hits, this time by
Secor. Carrero and junior third baseman
Lee VanStreain. Northern Kentucky’s
catcher made another error and allowed
Secor to score, moving the runners up in
the process. McKenzie hit a sacrifice fly to
bring the score to 6-1.
The Norse would add two more runs
in the sixth, ending the day for Dow. as
the Lakers brought in senior reliever Nate
McCrory.
The Lakers added an insurance run in
the sixth as McKenzie spiked a double

into right field. Secor brought him in on
an RBI single. The Norse used back-toback doubles to chase McCrory and bring
in redshirt freshman Dave Bowman to
record his fourth save of the season.
In game two, the Lakers stayed hot
at the plate as they scored three runs in
the first. Skirka doubled to center, while
McKenzie and Sandy were given first base
on being hit by a pitch. An RBI ground
out gave Smith his third RBI of the day.
Robrahn extended his hitting streak to 16
with a two-run double.
The Lakers exploded for six more runs
in the fifth, all of which were unearned.
Robrahn and Bard had two-run singles
in the inning. Secor hit an RBI single to
left, and Carrero sacrificed in a run with
a fly ball to left field. Senior Grant Payton
got a lot of run support as he pitched six
solid innings of five-hit ball. Junior Matt
Middleton entered in the seventh to end
the day for the Norse.
Dow’s tliree strikeouts in game one
moved him into seventh place on the alltime GVSU strikeout list with 144. Payton
is on the list himself, moving into a tie for
11th w ith 128.
The Lakers also beat up on Calvin
College Monday. 11-4. They improved
their record to a school best 29-8. Robrahn
extended his hitting streak in the second
inning on an RBI single. Sandy went
2-3 with three RBIs in the game, with
junior Vince Rizzi picking up the win
and improving his record to 3-3 on the
season.
McKenzie, Smith. VanStreain. Skirka.
Radde and red shirt freshman Scott Cain
added RBIs for the leakers in the win.
GVSU will play a twin bill Ml
weekend against Wayne State University
in Detroit on Saturday and Sunday, as they
look to improve on their already schoolbest record.
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WBBL features GV sports

Premature basketball talent

Sports in Brief

Men's tennis players
honored
Four members of the Grand
Valley State University men’s
tennis team were named to the
Great Lakes Conference AllConference team on Tuesday.
Senior Scott Gregory and
junior Kyle Dehne were named
to the All-GLIAC second team,
while junior Mike Bambini
and senior Ninin Raju received
honorable mentions.
The Lakers finished in
third place as a team in the
conference,
ending
their
season with a 5-2 conference
record. The Lakers are also
currently ranked No. 5 in
the region, which puts them
in good shape to make the
regional tournament, as the top
eight teams earn the right to
compete.

Want more sports briefs?
Visit us online:

wvm.lanthorn.com

Radio station 1340 AM
follows the progress
of Grand Valley State
University athletics,
discusses games on air
By Bill Selles
GVL Staff Writer

As the Grand Valley State
University athletics department
continues to grow, it garners
attention not just from those
involved with the school, but
from a larger audience. One
media outlet that has provided
significant coverage to GVSU
sports is WBBL 1340 AM, the
largest sports station in Grand
Rapids.
Broadcaster Bill “Huge”
Simonson leads the flagship
show of WBBL, "The Huge
Show.”
Bill Simonson grew up
in Michigan and attended
Sparta High School. After
broadcasting stops in Oklahoma
City, Chicago, Tulsa, Okla.
and Austin, Texas, he returned
to Michigan in 2001, and his
show is now broadcast live on
eight stations.
Since his return to Grand

Rapids, Simonson has closely
followed the progress of
GVSU athletics and listens to
callers each day from 3 to 6
p.m. on sports topics including
Laker athletics.
Huge, as he’s referred to
on his program, cites former
GVSU football coach Brian
Kelly as the foundation for
what has become a successful
football and athletic program
at GVSU.
“Brian Kelly, along with
Curt Anes and David Kirkus,
have set a foundation that I
believe Tim Selgo used to
bring in players and coaches to
other sports,” Simonson said.
“Winning is contagious, and
the bar has been set high.”
While the football program
saw
unrivaled
success
during the past few seasons,
including three Division II
championships since 2002,
Huge looks toward the future
of the program and its need for
change.
“For the Grand Valley
student, winning never gets
old,” Simonson said, “But for
the Lakers to move to the next
level, they are going to have to
play Division I talent.”
Simonson’s solution
to

is now ruining the sport

breaking GVSU through to
the next level would include
a larger stadium, one that
is located in Grand Rapids.
He said the city of Grand
Rapids does not have a major
university to follow and the
city could embrace the Lakers
as its team.
While
Simonson
said
football is the most commonly
discussed GVSU sport on his
show, the rest of the programs
appear ready to move up to the
next level as well.
In a 10-year window,
Simonson predicts seeing the
Lakers competing with schools
such as Central Michigan and
Western Michigan universities
in the Midwest Athletic
Conference. He added he does
not think there would be a
noticeable skill gap between
GVSU athletics and those
of MAC schools. He cited
finances as the only major
obstacle.
Simonson got his start in
broadcasting following his time
at the University of Oklahoma,
and encourages any student
interested in broadcasting to
consider an internship with
a radio station. WBBL 1340
offers an internship program.

By Bill Selles
GVL Stcff Writer

Tyrus Thomas was nowhere
to be seen on projected draft
boards for the National
Basketball Association two
months ago.
Thomas was certainly a
player with some potential,
averaging 12.6 points per game
for Louisiana State University,
but the lanky forward was not
considered an elite prospect
by any respect However,
after a successful trip through
the NCAA Tournament,
which resulted in a Final Four
appearance, Thomas surged up
draft boards and may be a top
five selection in the June 28 draft.
With the prospect of big
money in the NBA. Thomas
declared himself for the draft
following just one year of
collegiate basketball.
Thomas is far from alone,
however, in his jump to the
professional ranks. A season ago,
the University of North Carolina
lost its entire starting lineup to
the NBA following a national
championship win. This year, the
University of Connecticut will
lose its top six players from what
was the No. 1 ranked team in the
country to end the regular season.
The losses include sophomore
Rudy Gay and junior Josh
Boone, who leaves Connecticut
with an inexperienced roster
following a 30-4 season and Big
East Championship.
While the 2006 NCAA
Tournament provided a great
deal of excitement, it was only
a shell of what it could have
been. Imagine a tournament
including the likes of LeBron
James, Carmello Anthony,
Chris Bosh, impending Rookie
of the Year Chris Paul, Dwight
Howard. Amare Stoudemire and
Marvin Williams. Next year the
tournament could feature James,
Gay (Connecticut), LaMarcus
Aldridge (Texas), Alexander
Johnson (Florida State) and
Mustafa Shakur (Arizona), but
all of those players will likely be
suited up in NBA jerseys at that
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point.
No longer
are players
interested in
building on
the tradition
of the
universities
they
Selles
represent.
The
mystique of North Carolina
and the traditions of Duke and
Kentucky do not have anywhere
near the impact a fat check
has on the decisions of young
players.
As the college game suffers,
so to does the quality of NBA
basketball.
Recently, the NBA draft
became a draft based on
potential.
As young players continue
to leave college early, general
managers are forced to draft
players based on potential in
fear of missing out on the next
James, Kobe Bryant or Kevin
Garnett. Because of this, teams
will continue to pay millions
of dollars to potential stars that
often need years to develop
into quality NBA players and
contribute to their teams.
As players prematurely jump
to professional ranks, coaches
will continue to struggle in
developing perennial winners.
Very few coaches have a proven
track record of holding on to
players until graduation, and
even the very successful Tom
Izzo at Michigan State University
lost several players to early entry
in the NBA. Jason Richardson
and Zach Randolph are just a
few former Spartans that left
the college ranks early for big
paychecks from bad basketball
teams.
As the Pistons and 15 other
teams ready themselves to battle
for an NBA Championship, the
remaining lottery teams will
change draft boards constantly
as scouts and general managers
evaluate the potential of so many
underdeveloped players who
could spend years at the end of
the bench.
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Mon - Wed
Thurs - Sat
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Players arrested in rape case

GVL DIGEST
World newB In Brief

By Tim Whitmire
Associated Press Writer

Bush, after some changes,
vows more coming
WASHINGTON (AP) Under pressure to revitalize
his administration, President
Bush reshuffled his economic
team Tuesday with a new
budget chief who is highly
regarded on Capitol Hill and
promised more changes were
coming. He also named a
new trade representative.
Bush chose Rob Portman,
a former six-term Republican
congressman from Ohio
who now serves as trade
representative,
to
head
the Office of Management
and Budget, putting him at
the heart of White House
decision-making.
Hailed by Democrats and
Republicans alike, Portman’s
nomination
may
help
calm GOP anxieties about
administration
missteps.
Portman is a close friend of
Bush’s and has a reputation
as a skilled communicator
about the economy, which
will be a central theme for
the November congressional
elections.
The
president tapped
Portman’s deputy, Susan
Schwab, to move up and
replace her boss as the
administration’s top trade
negotiator
with
other
nations.
Announcing the changes
during a Rose Garden
ceremony, Bush made clear
that
Defense
Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld’s job
was safe, despite calls for
Rumsfeld’s resignation from
a half dozen retired military
commanders.
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DURHAM, N.C. (AP) - Two
Duke University lacrosse players
were arrested on rape charges
Tuesday in a scandal that has
rocked one of America’s elite
campuses and raised explosive
questions of race, class and
the privileged status of college
athletes.
The two players — both
graduates of Northern prep schools
— were prompdy booked and
released on bail. District Attorney
Mike Nifong said a third player
could also be arrested but has yet
to be firmly identified.
“It is important that we not
only bring the assailants to justice,
but also that we lift the cloud
of suspicion from those team
members who were not involved
in the assault,’’ Nifong said.
Lawyers for the two men
bitterly assailed the district
attorney for bringing the charges.
Other attorneys for Duke’s lacrosse
players said the two were not even
present at the time the rape is
alleged to have occurred.
Reade Scligmann, 20, of Essex
Fells, N.J., and Collin Finnerty, 19,
of Garden City, N.Y., are accused
of attacking a stopper at a team
party at an off-campus house on
the night of March 13. They were
charged with first-degree rape,
sexual offense and kidnapping and
were released on $400,000 bail
each. The district attorney would
not say what evidence led to the
charges. But Seligmann’s attorney,
Kirk Osborn, said: “Apparently it
was a photographic identification.
And we all know how reliable that
is.”
Seligmann
is
“absolutely
innocent.’’ Osborn said. “He’s
doing great.” Finnerty’s attorney,

AP Photo / Gerry Broome

Facing charges: Duke lacrosse player Collin Finnerty signs documents before a judge in a courtroom at the Durham County Judicial Building in Durham, N.C, Tuesday
Finnerty was arrested and charged with first degree forceable rape, first degree sexual assault and kidnapping in the case involving an exotic dancer who allegedly was
raped at a party thrown by members of the Duke Lacrosse team

Bill Cotter, said: “The next jury
will hear the entire story, which
includes our evidence, and we’re
confident that these young men
will be found to be innocent.”
The case has raised racial
tensions and heightened the
long-standing
town-vs.-gown
antagonism between Duke students

and middle class, racially mixed
Durham. The accuser is black, and
all but one of the 47 lacrosse team
members are white.
Before the scandal, the
nationally ranked team had a
reputation for a swaggering sense
of entitlement and boorish fratboy behavior that included public

intoxication and public urination.
The case has led to the
resignation of the coach and the
cancellation of the rest of the
season.
The university would not
comment specifically on any
disciplinary action taken against
the two men. but said it is Duke's

practice to suspend
charged with a felony.

AP National Writer Allen
G. Breed in Raleigh. AP Sports
Writer Aaron Beard in Durham,
and Associated Press Writer Frank
Eltman in Garden City, N.Y.,
contributed to this report.
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Germany to help open
Holocaust records
WASHINGTON
(AP)
— After decades of holding
back, Germany took a
major step Tuesday toward
opening Nazi records on 17
million Jews, slave laborers
and other Holocaust victims
to historians and relatives
long anxious for conclusive
information about their fate.
Germany pledged to work
with the United States to
ensure the opening of the
archives, which are housed
in the German town Bad
Arolsen. Eleven nations
oversee the 30 million to 50
million documents and are
to meet in Luxembourg next
month to consider amending
a 1955 treaty that has,
effectively, limited access
and copying. “We still have
negotiations to do,” the
American special envoy for
Holocaust issues, Edward
B. O’Donnell, said in an
interview. “Our goal is to
reach an agreement as soon
as possible.”
Approval in Luxembourg
would require agreement
by all 11 countries. The
parliaments of several of the
countries would have to give
their approval, as well.
At a news conference
Tuesday at the U.S. Holocaust
Museum, German Justice
Minister Brigitte Zypries
said her country would work
with the United States on
opening the archives. Until
now, Germany has resisted,
citing privacy concerns.
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Central
Americans
By Mark Stevenson
Associated Press Writer

TULTITLAN, Mexico (AP)
— Considered felons by the
government, these migrants
fear detention, rape and
robbery. Police and soldiers
hunt them down at railroads,
bus stations and fleabag hotels.
Sometimes they are deported;
more often officers simply
take their money.
While migrants in the
United States have held huge
demonstrations
in
recent
weeks,
the
hundreds
of
thousands of undocumented
Central Americans in Mexico
suffer mostly in silence.
And
though
Mexico
demands humane treatment for
its citizens who migrate to the
U.S., regardless of their legal
status, Mexico provides few
protections for migrants on
its own soil. The issue simply
isn’t on the country’s political
agenda,
perhaps
because
migrants make up only 0.5
percent of the population,
or about 500,000 people —
compared with 12 percent in
the United States.
The level of brutality Central
American migrants face in
Mexico was apparent Monday,
when police conducting a raid
for undocumented migrants
near a rail yard outside Mexico
City shot to death a local man.
apparently because his dark

AP Photo / Carlo lopei-Mllls

Crossing the border: A Central American migrant rides a tram headed north on
his way to the United States near the town of Tultitlan, on the outskirts of Mexico
City on Monday

skin and work clothes made
officers think he was a migrant.
Virginia Sanchez, who lives
near the railroad tracks that
carry Central Americans north
to the U.S. border, said such
shootings in Tultitlan are
common.
Undocumented
Central
American migrants complain
much more about how they are
treated by Mexican officials
than about authorities on the
U.S. side of the border, where

migrants may resent being
caught but often praise the
professionalism of the agents
scouring the desert for their
trail.
"If you’re carrying any
money, they take it from you
— federal, state, local police,
all of them.” said Carlos
Lopez, a 28-year-old farmhand
from Guatemala crouching
in a field near the tracks in
Tultitlan, waiting to climb onto
a northbound freight train.
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AP Photo / Vahid Salemi

KELLOGG

At attention: Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, right, reviews an army parade as chief of the General Maff of trie
Armed Forces, Gen. Hasan Firouzabadi, second right, head of the Revolutionary Guards Gen Yahya Rahim Safavi, center,
Defense Minister Gen Mostafa Mohammad Najjar, second left, and a Revolutionary Guards commander salute during a
ceremony commemorating Army Day in front of the mausoleum of the late revolutionary founder Ayatollah Khomeini just

community college

outside Tehran, Iran on Tuesday

Meeting fails to reach
Iran sanction agreement

affordable summer classes...
registration going on now

By Henry Meyer
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP) - A US.
diplomat said Tuesday that envoys
from the five permanent Security
Council members plus Germany
discussed sanctions against Iran
over its nuclear program, but
failed to reach agreement on how
to proceed further.
U.S.
Undersecretary
of
State Nicholas Bums told The
Associated Press following nearly
three hours of talks that diplomats
recognized the “need for a
stiff response to Iran’s flagrant
violations of its international
responsibilities.”
President Bush said “all options
are on the table” to prevent Iran
from developing atomic weapons
but that he will continue to focus
on diplomacy.
Bums, speaking in Moscow,
said sanctions had been discussed
during the meeting hosted by
Russia but indicated that further
talks would be needed.
“Iran’s actions last week
have deepened concern in the
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Associated Press writers Ali
Akbar Dareini in Tehran. Iran,
Jennifer Loven in Washington and
George Jahn in Vienna. Austria,
contributed to this story.
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, Ahmadinejad
further
complicated the debate last week
by claiming his country is testing
an advanced P-2 centrifuge, which
could be used to more speedily
create fuel for power plants or
atomic weapons.
Some analysts familiar with
the country’s technology said
he could be exaggerating Iran’s
capabilities, either to boost his own
political support or to persuade
the International Atomic Energy
Agency to back off. In Vienna,
Austria, diplomats accredited to or
associated with the U.N. nuclear
watchdog said the claim about the
centrifuges was not a surprise.
The diplomats, who demanded
anonymity because they were
not authorized to discuss the
confidential Iran file, said past
IAEA reports on Iran documented
evidence
of purchases
of
components for the centrifuges.
But the diplomats noted that
Ahmadinejad’s
comments
appeared at odds with Tehran’s
assertions that no such work had
been conducted for years.

2 Bedroom City Loft

• Limited availability. Still taking applications for August ‘ 6101 Lake Michigan Drive
Allendale. MI 49401
■ Conveniently located above Shopping and Dining.
■ Call today for more information!
(616) 895-2500
• 8 Unique Floorplans to Choose From!

Family Fare
Bluz Salon & Spa
Curves
Forever Sun
Fox’s Pizza Den

international community, and all
of us agreed that the actions last
week were fundamentally negative
and a step backward.” he told
AP. “So now the task for us is to
agree on a way forward.” He was
referring to the announcement last
week by Iran’s hard-line president,
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. that the
country had successfully enriched
uranium for the first time.
Bums gave no specifics as to the
type or timing of sanctions, and he
refused to say whether Russia had
softened its opposition to sanctions
against Iran. But he reiterated that
the United States expected action
in the Security Council after an
April 28 deadline for Iran to stop
uranium enrichment.
Ahmadinejad remained defiant,
warning Tuesday that Iran will "cut
off the hand of any aggressor" that
threatens it and insisting that its
military has to be equipped with
the most modem technology.
"The land of Iran has created a
powerf ul army that can powerfully
defend the political borders,” he
told a parade commemorating
Iran’s Army Day.
The United States and some
of its allies suspect Iran’s nuclear
program is meant to produce
weapons, but Tehran insists the
program is for peaceful purposes.
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GVBN to host year-end finale
By John Faarup
GVL A&E Editor

Photo Courtesy of Universal Pictures

Planning their take-over: Lewis Alsamari (left) as hijacker Saeed Al Ghamdi and Jamie Harding (right) as hijacker Ahmed Al
Nami on United Airlines Flight 93 in the drama "United 93" from writer/director/producer Paul Greengrass. "United 93" will be
released in theaters on April 28

GR offers summer
entertainment
By John Faarup
GVL A&E Editor

The snow and ice have
subsided, and now it safe to
venture out for some much
needed rest and relaxation. There
is something for everybody this
season, including big budget
block busters, art exhibitions and
concerts.

Music
Several big names are making
their way through Grand Rapids
this summer.
On May 6. the alternative
metal band Soulfly will perform
at the Intersection. Max Cavalera
and company released the album
“Dark Ages” in 2005. Check
http://www.ticketmaster.com for
prices and show times.
Later that month. 90s rock
sensation Pearl Jam will perform
at the Van Andel Arena on May
19. Although it has been four
years since the band’s last studio
album, it is set to release a selftitled project on May 2. Tickets
are $53, and can be purchased on
the Ticket Master Web site.
Country fans will have the
opportunity to enjoy Kenny
Chesney when he performs live
at Van Andel Arena.

with “Mission Impossible 3.”
Bloated thrillers are always great
popcorn fun. and this one has
two things going for it — Philip
Seymour Hoffman and Ving
Rhames. Time will tell if these
two classic character actors can
rise above the usual hollow plot of
the series.
“The Da Vinci Code” stars
Tom Hanks and the somewhat
reliable veteran Director Ron
Howard. This has a possibility to
be a big summer draw, given the
large book sales Dan Brown’s
novel has garnered during the past
few years.
Wrapping up the month of
May is "X-Men: The Last Stand.”
A "cure" has been found that
treats mutations, and in turn,
it sets in motion a large scale
retaliation by Eric “Magneto”
Lensherr and friends. The film
stars Hugh Jackman. Patrick
Stewart. Ian McKellen and Halle
Berry.

Arts and Entertainment

Museum has several exhibitions
running throughout the season.
Currently, there is “Modem
Art and Recent Acquisitions:
Selections from the Museum
Collection” on display until June
4.
"Photographing Architecture:
Seventy Years at Hedrich
Blessing” is set to debut on May
5. The collection of photographs
comes from the studio of Ken
Hedrich and Hank Blessing and
focuses mainly on architectural
images.
On June 23, two legendary
photographers will have some
of their work on display in
"Ansel Adams and Edwin Land:
Art, Science and Invention
— Photographs from die Polaroid
Collection.” The exhibition will
feature more than 80 prints.
The Art Gallery in the
Performing Arts Center at Grand
Valley State University will have
“Sources and Resources: Works in
Textile and Metals” available for
viewing from June 5 until Sept.

The Grand Rapids Art

22.

The Grand Valley Broadcast Network broke
new ground in February when it created the first
student-run television station on Grand Valley
State University’s campus.
On Friday, it will hold a season finale screening
of its shows.
In the opening scene of “?”, a science fiction
television show on GVBN, a couple finds
themselves walking through the Van Steeland
Arboretum.
“It is creepy in here at night,” said Amy, a
character on the show. "I never want to come in
here alone.”
The two are about to kiss on a secluded bench
when suddenly Steve disappears like a gust of
wind. As a result, a group of sleuths on campus
organize to investigate paranormal activities, a la
"The X-Files.”
“?” and many other shows will play as part of
the season finale.
Establishing the station has not been an easy
task, said Forrest Karbowski, publicity manager
and producer of “?”
“There have been a lot of challenges,”
Karbowski said. “Nobody has ever done this
before so it is really unprecedented, and we have
been figuring out a lot of things as we go along."
Karbowski said the event was a chance for
friends, students and faculty to come together and
see what GVBN has accomplished this year. He
explained since the channel can only be seen on
campus, a lot of people never get a chance to see
the finished product, including himself.
The station has produced a variety of
programming throughout the semester. Erik Steele
produced the latest, called "College Cooks.” The
show details how college students can create

Attend a JOB FAIR
in your area to learn about
the opportunities waiting
for you in the State of Wyoming!

crafty meals with relative ease.
Karbowski said the station plans to have a
live cooking session to promote the show at the
event.
In addition to “College Cooks,” two episodes
of "?”, episode two of “Nightlight” and episode
two of "Pseudo TV" will air at the finale.
“I am learning more about producing actual
video work by GVBN than I am in most of my
classes, because it gets you involved rather than
just reading about it," Karbowski said. “GVBN
takes it to another level.”
Jillian Austin, station manager for GVBN, said
the station’s plans for the future are simply to get
more shows and more people involved with the
organization.
“The year went really well,” she said. “We got
some shows on the air, and we achieved our basic
goal.”
Karbowski added tentative plans for next
year include bringing in people who are working
within the television industry.
“We want to get a lot more members,” he said.
“We want to get the word out and get people
involved.”
The season finale will take place in the Women’s
Center study lounge in the Kirkhof Center. Free
drinks and food will be provided.
More information about GVBN can be found
on the Student Life Web site. The station can be
viewed from anywhere on campus with cable
access.
“We went from having nothing but some
really boring news feed to having three original
television series, so I think we’ve established
ourselves. Now, we just need to push forward
and keep growing,” Karbowski said. “People will
come up to our actors and say, ‘Hey, I saw you on
TV,’ so I guess people are watching, and they like
it, which is the most exciting thing.” ’

THE STATE OF

WYOMING

lHAS JOBS!

GRAND RAPIDS
Tuesday, May 2,2006

Critical job shortages in WYOMING:
Welders * Electricians

9 am - 6 pm
Best Western Midway Hotel Conference

Engineers * Laborers
Machinists • CDL Drivers
Construction Workers
Educators * Roustabouts

4101 28th St. S.E.* Grand
Wyoming Job Ustings: ^Otcl <61
http://onestop.state.wy.us
www.gitlettewyoming.com
www.casperworfcs.com
www.sweda.net
www.wyomingcarboncounty.com

Rockapella in Concert
with GVSU's After School Special

Film

When: Sunday, April 23rd

As usual, there are a flurry
of over-hyped action-packed
thrillers lined up like baby
ducklings this summer, but there
are some diamonds in the rough
worth being sought out as well.
Coming out at the end of
finals week is the sure-to-becontroversial Sept. 11,2001 film.
“United 93.” Is it too early? Will
it be tasteful? Chances are the
movie will be fairly sterile, but
it will be interesting to see what
Director Paul Greengrass (“The
Boume Identity") does with one
of the most fragile moments in
American history.
The week after will feature the
annual installment of Tom Cruise

Time: 2:00pm
Location: Allendale H.S. Fine Arts Center
10760 68th Street

Tickets are $18 and will be on sale at the
2020 Desk and at Family Fare
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Strange, but true

King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Plead
4 Distant
7 Pop-singer
Stone
11 Egg
13 Candle count
14 Monad
15 Actress
Sorvino
16 Play- 17 Inquisitive
18 Book-jacket
paragraph
20 Type of plum
22 Rotating part
24 Caspian
caviar
28 Warrior
32 Ethical
33 Norway’s
capital
34 Pale
36 Tranquil
37 Soaring
39 Preserves in
brine
41 More
lascivious
43 “Humbug!”
44 Part of the
loop
46 Trousers
50 Leeway
53 Plaything
55 Castle
56 A Great Lake
57 Keatsian opus
58 Melody

1

2

3

■
*1

11
15
18

28

29

30

51

52

33
37
41

50

_

56

J

59

59 Guys’ cohorts
60 Legal matter
61 Fresh

DOWN
1 Flop on
Broadway
2 Satan's field
3 Mentor
4 Craze
5 Enthusiastic
6 Clinic doings
7 “Lost in
Space” cast
member
8 Lennon’s lady
9 Bro’s counter-

part
10
12
19
21
23
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

Pigs’ digs
FDR charity
Cudgel
Jewel
Kitten’s call
Eurasian
mountain
range
Big windstorm
Poor-box
donation
Colt or filly
Gilligan’s
home
Radiate
Knock

lanthorn@gvsu.edu

35
38
40
42
45
47
48
49
50
51
52
54

Pen point
X rating?
Upper limit
Helicopter fea
ture
Protuberance
Common
object, maybe
Sound quality
Distort
Rule (Abbr.)
Man-mouse
link
Lubricant
Undeniably

© 2006 King Features Synd. Inc.
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FORT MYHRS, Ha. (AP) The Easter Bunny has been fired
for losing his head.
Arthur J. McClure, 22, who
had been hired to play the Easter
Bunny at a local mall has been
accused of removing the head
of the costume and hitting a
customer, authorities said.
McClure
punched
Erin
Johansson when she got upset
that the photo exhibit was closing
10 minutes early Saturday mght,
police reports said. The incident
was witnessed by dozens of
people at the Edison Mall,
including IS children.
McClure said he never punched
Johansson. He claims he was
trying to stop a fight, between his
wife — exhibit manager Crystal
Frechette — and Johansson.
He said he took the bunny’s
head off because he had been
wearing it for nine hours and was
hot.
“My shirt was soaked with
sweat,” McClure said. “I almost
threw up.”
Mall management issued
an apology to parents and
children. Golden, Colo.-based
Noerr Programs Corp., which
contracted with the mall to run
the photo set, fired McClure and
Frechette on Monday. They also
have been charged with battery
and disturbing the peace.

Betsy Baumgart, Montana’s travel
director, said while laughing at
the magazine’s gaffe.

HONOLULU (AP) - The
humuhumunukunukuapuaa
officially lost its title as the state
fish more than a decade ago but is
set to reclaim the honor.
A bill reinstating the critter
— known as humuhumu for
short — passed the Legislature
on Monday and heads next to the
office of Gov. Linda Lingle for a
signature.
The little fish with the long
name was deposed in 1990 by a
clause in the law that gave it its
crown, which made the measure
expire after five years.
But few in the state were
aware of the change and the fish,
also known as the rectangular
triggerfish, and it has continued to
be touted as Hawaii’s state fish.
The measure is credited by its
introducer. Rep. Blake Oshiro,
to the 6-year-old son of a friend
and constituent, Joel Itomura.
It was Itomura who brought the
lack of an official designation for
the humuhumu to the attention of
Oshiro, D-Aiea-Halawa.
Lingle now has 10 days to
potentially veto the bill.

DAYTON,
Ohio
(AP)
— Financially strapped and
desperate for new membership, a
90-year-old private woman’s club
is opening its doors — to a man.
Membership in the Dayton
Woman’s Club topped 1,400 in
the 1950s but has fallen to just
307 as lifestyles changed and
members aged. The average age
among members is 70, said club
president Barbara Markham.
The identity of the first man to
join the club was to be revealed at
a ceremony Tuesday. Other men
may be asked to join.
"Right
now
we
arc
concentrating all of our effort on
keeping our head above the water
and trying to keep our doors
open,” Markham said.
The club’s future is so uncertain
that a party celebrating its 90th
anniversary was scheduled for
May 16 instead of the actual date
in November.
Club officials have been
meeting with representatives of
several organizations to gauge
interest in a partnership that
would keep the club open.
The club would need about
$1 million to stay open for five
years, Markham said.
The money would be used to
maintain its 1840s-era meeting
house, plus pay other expenses.

CHEYENNE. Wyo. (AP) Where you can find Montana’s
best camping? In Wyoming.
Wyoming?
The May cover story of Sunset,
a California-based magazine
about life in the West, detailed
some of the top campgrounds
in the West, including six
Montana locations. But a map
accompanying the article shows
five of those six "Montana” sites
are actually in Wyoming — three
of them in Yellowstone National
Park.
Dale Conour, Sunset’s deputy
editor, said the listing was a
mistake and that the Menlo
Park, Calif.-based magazine was
sending letters to subscribers
notifying them of the error. He
also said a story planned for the
July issue would correctly report
Yellowstone’s location.
“It’ll be clear from that story
that we do, in fact, know where
the grand park of Yellowstone
is located,” Conour said. “I’m
hoping that will quiet the mob.”
About 90 percent of the park is
in Wyoming; the park’s northern
tier is in Montana, with a western
sliver falling in Idaho.
“Montana.
Idaho
and
Wyoming, we all claim the park,”

including salaries and utilities.

ELDRIDGE, N.D. (AP) - A
stowaway who made it past
Customs agents and into the
United States on the metal frame
of a fertilizer truck has won over
locals, who call her the “sweetest
illegal immigrant we’ve ever
met.”
The migrant, a cat, hopped
aboard a semitrailer hauling
fertilizer
from
Esterhazy,
Saskatchewan, to Eldridge, near
Jamestown.
Customs agents at the border
alerted the driver, but no one
could catch the feline. When
the semi arrived in Eldridge, the
furry stowaway was still clinging
to the frame.
The trip Wednesday took
about eight hours.
“She had nothing to grip with
her claws because it’s metal,”
said Mainline bookkeeper Jessica
Hansen, who rescued the cat. “I
don’t know how she kept from
falling out”
Hansen said she and her fellow
employees, who named the cat
Canada, considered keeping the
animal as a mascot, but decided
it was too risky with all the trucks
around. The James River Humane
Society in Jamestown is trying to
find it a home.
“I don’t want to see her
deported now that they’ve
tightened the immigration laws,”
Society
spokeswoman
Deb
Archambeau joked. “She’s sweet
and friendly and deserves a good
home. She’s the sweetest illegal
immigrant we’ve ever met.”

PONTIAC. Mich. (AP) - A
24-year-old college student was
ordered to spend the weekend
in jail after skipping out on jury
duty.
Ilya Kluzner, a student at the
UniversityofMichigan-Dearbom,
must also write a five-page essay
on the historical perspective of
the American dream and why jury
duty is crucial, under the sentence
imposed by Oakland County
Circuit Judge Fred Mester.
Mester found Kluzner in
criminal contempt Thursday after
he missed the second day of a
two-day drug possession trial.
“He just felt like he was
skipping class.” Assistant Oakland
County Prosecutor Jeffrey Kaelin
said.
The student initially faced
up to 30 days in jail. His lawyer
asked for leniency and his
mother apologized for her son’s
behavior.

Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
R.F.D.
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Mama’s Boyz
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK:

★ Moderate ★★ Challenging
★ ★★ HOOBOYI
Oooot by King
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MARKETPLACE
Grand Valley Lanthorn

100 Commons

331-2460
Fax:331-2465
%

Marketplace, where you can:
your messages
Buy and sell
Wish a friend a happy
Profess your*^^

$10 MINIMUM CHARGE PER INSERTION FOR NON-STUDENTS

Allendale campus.
Credit cards accepted.

L# *7
JL# 9

www.Lanthorn.com

COMMERCIAL DEPTS./N0N-PR0FIT
$0.50/word
$0.45/word
$0.45/word
$0.40/word
$0.40/word
$0.35/word

FREQUENCY
2 Issue min.
3 - 4 Issues
Calls taken 9-4, M-F
5+ Issues

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Thursday, April 20, 2006

St»Kl*8!/0ig*nta*tk»$ $400 per Insertion

Find a

up to 20 words, $0.25 for each additional word.

or a roommate

And make lots of

Deadlines: Noon Friday for Monday, Noon Tuesday for Thursday

It's worth every penny.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

Athlatlc and Outgoing? Earn
an extra of $500-$1000 per
month. International company
expanding locally. Seeking
athletic and sports minded indi
viduals with good people skills.
Flexible schedule start immedi
ately. Will train. Contact Matt at
616-554-4103

A Holland based IT company is
seeking a summer Intern. The
ideal candidate will have
worked with .Net programming
outside the classroom and have
at least one-year experience in
coding. The pay rate is $13-18
an hour. If Interested please
submit resume to: amber.morrow@na.manpower.com

737 Clancy NE, 2 beds, new
rehab,
windows,
carpet,
washer/dryer, 4 blocks to hos
pital, 550 per month, call Eddie
895-5864

For Rent: 1 block from Pew
Campus. Newly remodeled, 2
bedroom apartments in historic
building. Amenities include:
washer and dryer unit, new
kitchen appliances. A must see!
Only 2 left. $950 per month in
cluding water and gas. Please
call 616-742-3846 for more in
formation.

Newly renovated 3-4 bedroom
duplex. Very clean, walkout
basement, walking distance to
downtown and GVSU. $950/mo
+ utilities. Available for summer
lease
and
school
year.
460-4150.

Pregnant? Worried? Awesome
Options offers free and confi
dential pregnancy testing/op
tions advising. In Jenison,
across from Meijer and Fazoll’s.
Mondays: 12-9 PM, Tuesdays:
3-6 PM, W/Th: by appointment.
667-2200 www.awesomeoptlons.com

Summer Employment College
Pro Is now hiring painters to
work outdoors with other stu
dents. Earn $3000-$5000, ad
vancement
opportunities.
1-888-277-9787 www.collegepro.com

Rockapella with After School
Special! Sunday, 4/23 at 2 pm
at the Allendale H.S. Fine Arts
Center. $18 tickets at 2020
Desk and Family Fare.
Student Organizations - Let the
Lanthorn know what your or
ganization Is doing. If you have
an upcoming event, stop by the
Lanthorn office at 100 Com
mons and fill out a press re
lease,
or
email
Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year. For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at 100 Com
mons or email business@lanthorn.com
Writers - Get published and get
paid. The Lanthorn accepts and
publishes articles about cam
pus issues and themes. If you
have one, email It to the editor
at edltorlal@lanthorn.com

FOR SALE
PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love them.
Wish a friend good luck. Lift
someone's spirits. Put It In writ
ing. Make it public. Lanthorn
personals are a great way to let
someone know you care. Call
616-331-2460 for more Informa
tion.

1992 red ford F-150 XLT, 4WD,
178k miles, 70k miles on new
engine, AC, cruise, short box
w/topper,
$3,000.
Call
(231)343-6098 for more Info.
Let Grand Valley know what
goodies you have to sell! Call
the Lanthorn to list your items
todayl 331-2460

ROOMMATES
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad In the Lanthorn Is
a great way to reach all those
other people In your same
situation. Call 331-2460 today
to set up your adl

HOUSING
3 bedroom house for rent, 2
miles from Allendale campus,
dishwasher, 2 stall garage, free
laundry, available in May
$1,095/month and utilities, (616)
681-9902

SERVICES
SLIDE SHOW in Motion - slide
show and DVD productions.
Give us your pictures, videos,
and music and let us "make
your memories move." Email
lnmotlonproductlons@gmall.co
m or call (248) 921-1069 for
rates and details.
Try to serve Grand Valley and
the neighboring community?
Let the Lanthorn serve you by
placing your adl Call 331-2460
to set up your ad.

3/4 bedrooms. 2 1/2 baths.
Homes under construction,
Plck your own colors. Great
investment for students/parents. Within a mile from campus, (616)293-0806
-------------------------------------------4 Bedroom Walker home. 7.5
miles to GVSU. 2 story, 1 bath,
full basement. Appliances Ineluded, No pets. $975 month,
616-560-1787, Mike.

Allendale Duplex - 3 br, Ir, dr,
kitchen with appliances, family
room with fire place, garage,
deck. Nice area, $700/month
plus deposit. No pets or smok
ing. 895-5133
ALLENDALE: 5925 Maple Bend.
Groat value at $217,500. Held
open: Aprlll 23 and 24.
Call Bob Hein #292-6703
American Realty specializes in
college housing and has over
50 houses in the greater Grand
Rapids area. From Walker to
East Grand Rapids to Eastown
to Kentwood, we have all totally
remodeled homes that fit to
day’s student! Are you tired of
overpriced, cramped campus
housing, or 100 year old homes
with outragous utility bills, poor
parking, and etc.? Go visit our
homes online and apply today
at
www.amerlcan-realty.net
(616)726-5700
Apartment Findersl We help you
find better studios, apartments
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $351/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available,
300 Apartments & Retails on
line, 800-520-2463,
www.gopromo.com

One female roommate needed
to share a 4 bedroom/2 bath
townhouse at Campus View for
fall 2006 and winter 2007 se
mesters.
Please
call
231-690-5108

Houses available, 4 bedrooms
to 7 bedrooms. $850-$1650,
(616) 292-7060, (616) 887-2604.

Room for rent in Walker. Close
to bus line. $300 per month plus
utilities. Available May 1, Call
586-337-2820 or 586-337-4960

Jenison Townhouse: 2 bed
room,
1
1/2
baths,
washer/dryer, central air, dish
washer,
quiet.
454-0754,
667-1210, 669-4036
New
homes
starting
at
$139,900.
One mile from
GVSU-Allendale campus. Qual
ity construction, 2 stall attached
garages, landscaped entrance
and park. Private tree-lined
backyards and waterfront home
sites still available. Call Shawn
Suits at 443-3637 or West
Michigan
Real
Estate
at
249-9052.
www.traderscreeklandlng.com
www.westmichlganrealestate.c
om

CONGRATULATIONS

Roommate needed- 4 bed du
plex- Walker, 10 min drive o
both campus’ Includes kitchen,
garage, 2 living rooms, laundry,
and pets okayl 1 room open
now, other in May. Male or Fe
malecall
Cameron
989-225-2978
Summer Rental- May through
July. 2 open bedrooms and 5
bedroom house with volleyball
court. 5 minutes from campus,
15 mlntes to the beach. Please
call 616-453-0923

OPPORTUNITIES
INTERNSHIPS
LOST & FOUND
Lost & Found ads are FREE for
the 1st insertion!! 25 word maxi
mum. Email Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

MISCELLANEOUS
News Tips - The GV Lanthorn
editorial staff appreciates your
news tips and story ideas.
Please help us make news
available to the public. Email
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu
Readers Caution - Ads appear
ing on this page may involve a
charge for phone calls, book
lets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution.
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn for
more information. 331-2460.

Summer Sublease in brand new
apartment at Copper Beech for
a non smoking female. Call
331-0776 for details.

Whether you’re selling, leasing,
or sub-lettlng your home, let the
Lanthorn helpl Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals ou have to offer!

Coopersvllle- 1 bedroom upper
apartment, kitchen, bath, living
and storage. Heat, water, trash,
included.
$375/month
(616)485-1738
Duplex for Rent (side by side):
Walking distance to Pew Cam
pus. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath. Appli
ances Included. Washer/Dryer
hookups, $575 per month.
Please call 616-742-3846 for
more information.
For rent-newly updated 3 bedroom large duplex, near downtown GVSU, $800, washer and
dryer available (616)828-7265.
~
For Rent: Well maintained
3-bedroom, 2-bath home near
GVSU downtown
campus,
Hardwood
floors,
laundry,
2-stall garage. Front porch
overlooks John Ball Park. No
Smoking. Available May 1.
$900/month including garbage
pickup. (616) 662-9733

WANTED
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/day. No experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ okay. Call 1-600-965-8520
ext 226.

THE LAKER HOUSE

BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy birth
day. Tell the world for Just $4.00
(student pricing). Stop by the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons,
for more details.

EMPLOYMENT
Looking for help? Let the Lan
thorn set you up with people
who are looking for workl Call
331-2460 to get your search
started aa soon as possible!
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We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a

U S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced training and have access to the
best

medical technology on the planet

And whether you re treating Airmen on foreign

soil or their families on bases here in the US., you can put all of that training to use
If you re interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
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visit us online

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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Almost All Gone for '06!!!
• Waiting-list forT 1
• Some Apartments Available
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